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About This Report
‘Our Impact in 2020’ explains how we create value for our
stakeholders. In this report we describe our strategy, our
performance and our impact on society.
On March 11, 2021, we will publish a
series of other reports, including the
Annual Report 2020, which contains
the Management Report, the Financial
Statements, Our Sustainability
Performance, Remuneration Report,
the Report of the Supervisory Board
and the Pillar 3 Report. For the first
time we are also publishing a selfassessment as part of our signatory
commitment to the United Nations
Principles for Responsible Banking.

Downloads

In 2020, we published our Climate
Report. The International Integrated
Reporting <IR> Framework of the
International Integrated Reporting
Council (IIRC) forms the basis for this
report’.
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Support for our Customers in a Year Dominated by Covid-19
Covid-19 and its economic turbulence
impacted our customers significantly
in 2020.We supported them while
maintaining our solid capital and
liquidity position. This has provided
evidence of our ability to absorb the
2020 Covid-19 impact and shows the
bank is ready for the forthcoming
impact in 2021. We posted a net result
of EUR 1,096 million in 2020.
Covid-19 was and is the most
significant health crisis of our
generation. Its effects on our
customers, our employees and
societies at large have been dramatic.
And it is still ongoing. From health
threats to lockdowns, Covid-19
ontinues to dominate peoples lives,
businesses and the global economy.
Crises call for rapid response and
adaptation. And this is what we have
demonstrated during 2020 and will
continue to do in 2021.
Our primary focus has been the
availability of our banking services
and supporting our customers in their
immediate continuity needs in these
extreme times, Rabobank adapted
to customer demands, providing
temporary financial relief for those in
need. We have been able to support
around 8,000 private customers,

and 79,000 corporate customers.
Despite the immediate effects these
circumstances have had on the bank in
financial terms, we proved to be well
capable of dealing with this situation.
At the same time, the severe Covid-19
crisis demanded the very essence
of what a cooperative bank with
a mission stands for: to contribute
substantively to the significant
transitions that are shaping the world
we live in. As a meaningful cooperative
our contribution to society last year
was first and foremost to focus on the
immediate needs of our customers.
But we were also able to accelerate
the delivery of our strategy during
the pandemic. We improved digital
service to our customers and members
with new innovations in our Rabo App,
building on the foundations laid in the
recent years. Besides that, as a bank
committed to making global food
supply chains more sustainable was
expanded, playing an important role
in the green financing of our global
customers, and supporting farmers
around the world in their shift to
more sustainable food production. We
also intensified and accelerated our
contribution to sustainable housing in
the Netherlands.

At the heart of many of our
achievements in this past year was
the contribution and leadership of our
43,272 (FTE) employees around the
world. They adapted, worked from
home and are still coping with the
consequences. Our people deserve
extra gratitude for their role and
contribution in this difficult year.

the ongoing improvements we have
been making in recent years. This
is expected to result in an average
annual reduction of our workforce by
1000 FTE in the next 5 years. A mix of
regular outflow, reduction of external
FTEs and whereas redeployment
within Rabobank will partly mitigate
the impact on forced leaves.

Outlook

It’s part of our ongoing change and
improvement process to respond to
the current challenges and prepare
for the future. We will accelerate
use of digital channels and invest
in innovative solutions and mobile
service locations and concepts.
Accordingly, we will downsize our
traditional branch network in the
Netherlands in the coming years. In
our Wholesale and Rural business we
will further simplify and enhance our
operating model and footprint. We
foresee growth opportunities in Food
and Agri and leasing, focusing on the
transitions in food, the energy sector
and sustainability at large. Above all,
we will stay close to our customers in
their communities, all around world.

It remains important to further
strengthen the core of the bank while
continuing to invest in new growth.
The pandemic is far from over, with
the virus mutations causing a new
surge of casualties and governmental
measures. It will have a burdensome
impact on everyone. Many of our
customers will be in need of financial
support. We stand ready to support
these customers with fitting solutions.
The low interest rate environment,
tightened legislation and digitization
also affect the banking landscape
deeply. In the context of this difficult
environment, we will maintain focus
on further improving our operational
and financial performance. In order
to better serve our customers at
lower costs, we launched a program
of continuous improvement for the
coming years by which we will
optimize our cost/income ratio. The
foreseen transition is an extension of

Our role as gatekeeper of the financial
system is still our top priority. The total
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number of specialists dedicated to
Know Your Customer (KYC) activities
worldwide increased to 4,000. In
2021, we further invest in our KYC
activities and advanced technology,
which will increasingly enable us to
detect transaction patterns that were
not visible before. We will also expand
our collaboration with other banks
and public-private partnerships. In
September 2018 Rabobank received
an injunction (Last onder Dwangsom)
from the Dutch Central Bank (DNB)
ordering Rabobank to improve its
KYC. Commencing from 1 April 2020,
DNB carried out an investigation
and concluded that Rabobank did
not meet the requirements of the
injunction. As a result, a penalty
(dwangsom) of EUR 500.000 has
been forfeited. We already took a
provision for this amount in H1
2020. Building a robust and futureproof KYC organization that meets all
aspects of regulations is an ongoing
process and has our utmost attention.

Our Strategy
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If there is any certainty about the year
ahead, it is that further adaptation to
the changes following the Covid-19
developments will be needed. As a
leading bank in the transition to a
sustainable world, we will continue
to help our customers in this difficult
second year of Covid-19, but also
focus on opportunities accelerating
the profound sustainable transitions
in food, energy, housing.
Wiebe Draijer, Chairman of Rabobank's
Managing Board
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Rabobank at a Glance
Almost 9.6 million customers
Mission

Growing a better world together
8.9 million Dutch customers1

The Netherlands

International

86 Local Rabobanks

37 Countries

What We Offer in the Netherlands
(amounts in EUR billions)

Domestic
Retail Banking

287

offices

8.1

million
private
customers

2.1

million
members

0.8

million
corporate
customers

188.8
79.4
40.3
1.6

32.3%

29.4%

Dutch Private Mortgages
Lending to Trade, Industry
and Services 3

6.4%

Lending to Food & Agri 3

billion point-of-sale terminal
		transactions

134.8		
48.9
1.4
8,901

0.7 million international customers2

0.4%

10.2%

21.2%

Savings
Assets Under Management
Leasing
BPD transactions

What We Offer Internationally
(amounts in EUR billions)

1 Local Rabobanks and Obvion    2 Wholesale & Rural    3 W&R the Netherlands & domestic DLL portfolio included

65.2 P rivate sector lending 32.3 P rivate sector lending 30.5 Leasing
to Food & Agri

to Trade, Industry,
and Services
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Rabobank is a cooperative bank with a mission. For 125 years,
we have been dedicated to working with our customers,
members and partners to create a future-proof society that
can overcome important social challenges. Our starting point
has always been that together we can achieve more than we
can alone.
In the late nineteenth century,
inventive farmers and horticulturalists
in the Netherlands combined their
strengths in our cooperative bank.
They were not stockholders but
members working together on
structural solutions for the challenges
of the day. We are still doing this today
with more than 43,000 employees
(FTE) in 38 countries. Our international
focus is on the Food & Agri sector. In
the Netherlands, we offer private and
commercial customers a wide variety
of financial products. Rabobank Group
also includes BPD, Obvion and DLL
which, respectively, provide our
customers real estate, mortgage, and
leasing solutions.
What matters to society is what
is most important to us. How can
we strengthen and future-proof our
shared living environment so that
people can make choices about what’s
important to them, now and in the
future? That’s where our mission
“Growing a better world together”

comes in. The biggest contemporary
challenge we face is to become more
sustainable: in how we live, work,
and produce food. Therefore, our
focus is on three global transitions:
the food transition, the climate &
energy transition and the transition
to a more inclusive society. We also
invest part of our profits in local
communities to improve the living
environment. Our members decide
how this “cooperative dividend”
is allocated.
The cooperative mentality is the basis
for seeking solutions that benefit
everyone, solutions that help to make
our customers, society and the world
around us better. We expand our
knowledge and share it. We are
both nearby and online. We use our
network to learn from each other and
improve one another. And we are
continuously developing our financial
offerings to fund solutions for today’s
challenges. Some problems are too
big to tackle alone. If that’s the case,

we join forces with our customers
and partners as well as governments
and other stakeholders. We believe
that close connections between
government, society, and business
are essential to addressing societal
issues together.

Our Focus

Big transitions shape the world we
live in. As a cooperative bank rooted
in the world of food and in the
Netherlands, we focus on the key
transitions that we can have an impact
on through our propositions. We can
shape these propositions by offering
products and services, as well as
our network and knowledge, to our
customers. A significant and urgent
shift in the following transitions is
needed to leave a better world for
future generations.

A More Sustainable Way to Feed the
Growing World Population
A more sustainable way to feed
the growing world population (Food
Transition) is a crucial transition,
encompassing many Sustainable
Development Goals. After the Climate
Challenge, it is one of the most
pressing and complex challenges the
world faces.

Proposition: Sustainable Food
Sustainable food is a fundamental
part of our international banking for
food strategy. We aim to play a
prominent role in the public debate
on the food transition. Our networks
allow us to connect producers with
consumers. Our knowledge allows us
to actively participate in roundtables
on sustainability within selected
agribusiness value chains worldwide.

Climate Change and the Transition
Toward More Sustainable Energy
Supply and Consumption
Climate change and the transition
toward a more sustainable energy
supply (Climate & Energy Transition)
is urgently needed to address the
climate change currently underway,
and to suppress the negative effects
it is already creating.Two types of
measures are needed to achieve this
transition, mitigation and adaptation,
even if we achieve the requirements
as laid out in the Paris agreement.
Climate Change mitigation requires
a shift towards sustainable energy
production, as well as lower energy
consumption, both by industries
and individuals. This transition also
requires a more sustainable use of the
planet's other resources, and a move
towards a more circular economy.

Proposition: Sustainable Growth and
Energy Supply
We stimulate sustainable growth
for companies. In cooperating with
innovative customers and social
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partners on ambitious sustainability
projects, we aim to inspire others
to increase sustainability in their
own value chains. We aim to help
our clients realize a more circular
economy. Under this theme we also
aim to become the “bank of the
energy transition,” building on our
already prominent role in financing
sustainable energy projects.

Proposition: Sustainable Living
In the Netherlands we aim
to accelerate the shift towards
sustainable living for people with a
particular focus on accelerating the
move towards sustainable housing,
through increasing efficiency in
energy supply and consumption.

A More Inclusive Society

Low income, shrinking support
networks and diminishing economic
solidarity combined with the impact
that digitization has on society are
eroding social cohesion. These factors
contribute to a more individualistic
society, increased social stress and
reduced financial well-being,

Our Strategy

Trends and Developments

particularly among the most
vulnerable in society. Manifestations
of this priority area of a number of the
Sustainable Development Goals are
also present in the Netherlands, the
country in which we have a prominent
retail banking operation.

Proposition: Financial Well-being
Given our role as a cooperative retail
bank in the Netherlands, we aim
to stimulate financial well-being for
our customers and the communities
in which we operate. This is our
contribution towards creating an
inclusive society in which people are
more self-reliant.
Proposition: Affordable and
Sustainable Renting
The Dutch housing market lacks
sufficient affordable and sustainable
rental homes for middle-income
households. Together with our
subsidiary BPD, we want to help solve
this problem with the BPD Housing
Fund, by building these houses and
renting them out to this target group.

Opportunities and Risks

Value Creation

Strategy Execution

Our Contribution to Transitions
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Our Strategy
By fulfilling our mission, “Growing a better world together”, we
want to contribute to the SDG goals. We focus on three global
transitions: the food transition, climate & energy transition,
and the transition to a more inclusive society.
With our knowledge, networks, and
finance we strive to enable customers
to make independent decisions while
remaining flexible. We aspire to be
a meaningful cooperative and a rocksolid bank. We aim to ensure excellent
customer focus by empowering our
employees. Our strategy is founded on
these four pillars.

Our Strategic Ambitions
Excellent Customer Focus

Customer focus must be deeply
embedded in our culture. We can
best satisfy current and future client
requirements by providing good
advice and services that are relevant,
innovative and digital. We generate
economic activity through our broad
range of products which help to drive
the economy and help our customers
to face future challenges (SDGs 2, 8).

Meaningful Cooperative

Cooperative banking means that we
consult proactively with members,
employees, customers and other
partners and bring them into contact
through networking (SDG 17). We
take a stance on social issues that

matter to our clients and stakeholders,
such as climate change (SDG 13)
and biodiversity. With our vision of
helping to feed the world sustainably,
we want to contribute to eliminating
hunger (SDG 2). We are committed to
connecting with our members and to
strengthen the connection between
our members, by a more meaningful
interpretation of membership. We
also offer our current customers
the ability to easily become a
member digitally.

Rock-Solid Bank

We aim to do the right things
well with everyone taking ownership,
remaining conscious of risks and
operating as professionals. We are
conscious of our gatekeeper role so
that our products and services cannot
be abused for purposes of money
laundering or terrorism financing.
Our financial performance and strong
ratings enable us to ensure continuity,
which is why we are working hard to
improve our cost level (SDG 8).

Mission

Growing a better world together
Food | Climate & Energy | More inclusive society

Transition

Strategy

Excellent
Customer
Focus

Meaningful
Cooperative

Rock-Solid
Bank

Empowered
Employees

SDGs

2 8

2 13 17

8

8

Priorities

• 100% digital convenience
in everything
• Top customer advice nearby
• Growth with innovation

• Concrete socially responsible
contribution
• Involved members and
communities

Rabobank
values

We are client-driven
and action-oriented

We are purposeful
and courageous

Material
topics

• Increasing customer
satisfaction
• Digitising and innovating
services
• Supporting sustainable
entrepreneurship
• Reducing financial inequality
• Stimulating sustainable
Food & Agriculture

• Strengthening local
communities
• Member engagement
• Climate change/
ESG transition

• Top performance
• Optimal balance sheet
• Exceptionally good
execution
We are professional
and considerate
• Strong capital position

• Inspired employees
• One Rabobank culture

We bring out the best in each
other and keep learning
• Employee engagement
and wellbeing
• Diversity and inclusion
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Empowered Employees

We aim to provide a good
inclusive working environment for
our employees (SDG 8). Our
employees are proud and driven
and demonstrate craftsmanship,
vitality and adaptability. They feel
empowered to represent Rabobank
and are inspired by our mission and
want to grow a better world together.
It is our aim that top talents want to
work, develop and stay with us.

Our Value-Creating Topics

We are in regular contact with our
stakeholders. Based on these contacts
and an analysis of the world around
us, we identify the main topics
for our bank: the material topics.
Based on where we can add the
most value, we distinguish between
value-creating topics and license to
operate topics. The latter are: good
financial performance, ethics and
integrity, compliance with legislation
and regulation, availability of systems,

Our Strategy

Trends and Developments

increasing of transparency, corporate
governance and remuneration,
stakeholder engagement, employee
skills and future-fit employees,
big data and cybersecurity. Valuecreating and license to operate
topics are both of equal importance
our organization. Therefore, the
Managing Board focuses on all these
material topics. In this report we
disclose the value-creating topics,
because we believe this is where we
can have the most impact in society.
More information about the valuecreating topics, lisence to operate
topics and the full overview of these
topics can be read in our Annual
Report 2020.
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Our Contribution to the SDGs
We aimt to make a meaningful contribution to the SDGs with the transitions. We focus on improving our own
performance and that of our customers on the 4 SDGs: SDGs 2 (no hunger), 8 (decent work and economic
growth), 13 (climate action), and 17 (partnerships).
SDG

Food

Food
Transition

Climate & Energy
More inclusive
society
1

Goal

Target 2020

Result 2020

2
13
17

• We encourage customers in the
food chain with the transition to a
sustainable and profitable revenue
model to halve food waste and CO2
emissions by 2030.

• Increase volume sustainable finance.

• 5%

• + 17%

• Supporting customers in transition toward
sustainable entrepreneurship via the client
photo.

• 5% average growth
in our clients’
sustainability
assessment scores

• + 1.6%

13
17

• We facilitate our customers to make
their homes more sustainable in order
to get rid of gas by 2030 and stimulate
our customers to improve two or more
label steps.

• Average label C in our mortgage portfolio.

• Average label C

• Average
label C

• We enter into a dialogue with
entrepreneurs about structural growth
through innovation and sustainability.

• Increase volume sustainable finance.

• 5%

• + 17%

• Supporting customers in transition toward
sustainable entrepreneurship via the client
photo.

• 5% average growth
in our clients’
sustainability
assessment scores

• + 1.6%

• We stimulate the shift to a more
sustainable production of energy.

• We will expand our sustainable energy portfolio.

• 20-30% exposure
growth1

• + 55%

• Facilitating vulnerable people with
financial education and products to
prevent debt problems and to take
a step toward capital building in the
coming 5 years.

• Supporting households to take a step toward
a financially healthier life and capital building
by creating a piggy bank in the app.

• 1.6 million steps

• 1.39 million
piggy banks

Climate
& Energy
Transition

More
inclusive
society

Ambition

8
17

The gross new growth ambition in the renewables sector as a percentage of the total renewable energy portfolio (baseline 2019). This does not take into account fluctuations
in our total renewable energy portfolio caused by a.o. refinancing, depreciation and therefore it does not reflect the net growth of our total renewable energy portfolio.

Long-term target

• Average label B in 2024

• Annually 20-30%
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Trends and Developments
In 2020, we saw a lot of trends and developments that
provide opportunities and challenges for Rabobank and
our stakeholders. For example, trends and developments in
consumer behavior, technology, innovation, market players,
regulations, the economy and society.
Economic Developments

We expect that we have to deal
with the Covid-19 pandemic and
its aftermath for the foreseeable
future. GDP contracted and sector
developments vary between and
among sectors. Some sectors were
hit hard, while others saw an
increased change to online offerings.
Impairments are rising, and we
experience limited economic growth.
Geopolitical unrest is undiminished
and trade wars are reshaping the
global economy. Despite several
government measures, Covid-19
could mean a significant extra blow
to the economy, which could be
accompanied by higher volatility in
the financial markets, loss of market
access and investment losses.

We do not yet know how the phasing
out of government measures will
work, and it is still unclear how the
high debt ratios will affect the future.
The continuously low interest rate
environment puts pressure on our
income. Therefore, we will continue
to work on improving our cost/
income ratio.

Disruptive Innovation

Client preferences (partly prompted
by Covid-19 lockdowns) are changing
rapidly and significantly. The speed
of digitalization due to this changing
client behavior is accelerating, but
the world of financing and lending
has been dynamic for the last couple
of years. Private individuals and
organizations are prepared to offer
funding and venture capital to third
parties. Big tech companies that have
already permeated our daily lives and
have enormous customer bases are
offering payment services.

We will continue to focus on
our core activities and offer our
customers initiatives and services that
contribute to global transitions. To
meet customer needs, we proactively
monitor innovations and we engage
in strategic partnerships. We invest
in the quality and further innovation
of our (digital) services, artificial
intelligence and robotization. It is
evident that technology is impacting
our business and that of our
customers, ranging from on-farm
drones to the use of personal data.
All this data needs to be kept
secure and organized. The threat
and impact of cyberattacks on the
financial sector is increasing. We
are strengthening our capabilities to
reduce the risk of cybercrime through
cloud technology.

Climate Change
and Sustainability
Despite the intentions and ambitions
of the Paris Climate Agreement,
the world is warming up, which
poses risks for the environment and
the food security of communities.
We use the SDGs as a guiding
framework to align our activities
as we try to tackle challenges like
climate change, hunger and poverty.
We want to make a meaningful
contribution to achieving the 17
UN SDGs. While all the SDGs are

important, our capacity to support
their individual achievement varies.
We focus most on the four SDGs
that our organization can influence
through our strategy: SDGs 2, 8, 13
and 17. We are committed to the goals
of the Paris Agreement and we have
also signed the Commitment of the
Financial Sector to the Dutch Climate
Agreement. We aim to accelerate the
energy transition and to lower our
own CO2 footprint and aim to assist
our customers in the reduction of
their footprint.

Regulations

Regulators and new regulations
are increasingly shaping the ways
banks can provide their services.
Due to our role as gatekeeper
to the financial sector, (regulatory)
expectations continue to require
our full attention. Expectations
regarding our duty of care keep
expanding. A lack of consistency
between overlapping regulations in
independent jurisdictions increases
regulatory uncertainty, which can
result in different regulatory actions
or supervisory interpretations. Risks
are subject to various supervisors
(ECB, DNB, AFM and the Dutch Data
Protection Authority) locally as well
as internationally. New and existing
regulations put pressure on our ability
to comply in a timely manner.

Dilemmas

Trends and developments sometimes
present dilemmas. In 2020, some
of the questions we asked
ourselves were:

Who to Support

The government and banks are
working together to help private
individuals and companies weather
the Covid-19 crisis, for instance by
allowing them to pay back their loans
at a later date. But how can we
tell whether this support is not just
helping otherwise healthy businesses
keep their heads above water, but
also keeping companies afloat that
would have gone under if Covid-19
had never happened? How long can
banks continue to assist these socalled zombie companies? How do we
decide why to say yes to one party
and no to the other? Does it suffice
to judge each company individually
based on business economic figures?
Or is it better to take a longer view,
maybe even making a judgement
call on the financial viability of an
entire sector? But so many people are
employed in a sector. Should we as a
bank leave them in the lurch?
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Or should we opt for a change in a
failing sector? We do not yet have
answers to this dilemma. Our research
department is creating scenarios that
can enable us to make optimal choices
while never losing sight of our mission
or the interests of our stakeholders.

Improving Sustainability

We have committed ourselves to
pursue the objectives of the Paris
Agreement and the Dutch Climate
Agreement and to focus on becoming
the bank of the energy transition.
These ambitious goals are a good
fit for our cooperative bank’s values,
conduct, and mission: “Growing a
better world together.” However,
these goals also force us to make some
tough decisions. How will we deal with
farmers who won’t be able to continue
expanding the way they had planned
because of the climate goals? How can
we as a bank help to create alternative
perspectives? Increasing local food
production (Support your locals) is one
good example.

Our Strategy
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Even before Covid-19, it proved
difficult to make the right choices
for the long term while getting
all stakeholders on board. The
economic pressure the crisis has
created may tempt us to postpone
plans that present limitations, but
giving into this would be a surrender
to short-term thinking. One of the
characteristics of ethical decisionmaking is that it requires us to
declare with confidence that the
decisions we are making now, with
the knowledge currently available,
are the most responsible ones for
the long term. In that respect, the
current crisis provides an extra reason
and opportunity to accelerate the
steps we were already taking to
increase sustainability. But it won’t
make it any easier. In practice, it entails
making some very hard decisions
about individual companies. It is
essential to carefully formulate and
seriously consider the interests of all
stakeholders in the decision-making
process, so that we can clearly explain
the choices we make.

Opportunities and Risks

Working from Home

Value Creation

Strategy Execution

Covid-19 accelerated the existing
trend of working from home. Prior to
March 2020, working from home was
considered an occasional, pleasant
opportunity to work on a certain
project without being interrupted
or having to commute. Covid-19
changed an option that was nice
to have into one that must be
done. Working from home has its
advantages, but it also has its
challenges, especially for people who
are living in small quarters and/or have
children to look after. This group is
composed primarily of young people.
Frequently they are also new to the
organization, and this shift makes it
very difficult for them to find their
bearings. How can we familiarize them
with the way a cooperative bank
works, with our mission of “Growing a
better world together” and the values
and conduct that we support? A lot
of employees miss direct interaction
with their colleagues. Only being
in touch with people online has
its limitations, and the long-term
psychological effects of this shift are
still uncertain.

Our Contribution to Transitions

The crisis raises many questions. How
bad does someone’s situation need
to be before an exception to the
general practice can be made? And
does an exception like that still stand
if the government tightens restrictive
measures due to a larger number of
infections? Should we be designing a
type of roadmap? Or would that be
like putting ourselves in a straitjacket?
Can Rabobank decide to navigate
its own course through the crisis or
is it better to go along with other
similar companies?
When we are considering the long
term, we also need to think about
the opposite scenario. If working
from home ceases to be the norm,
but Covid-19 is still a threat, some
employers might begin to expect their
employees to come to the office at
least two or three times a week. What
if some of their employees do not feel
comfortable doing that, for example,
because they’d have to travel by
public transportation or because of a
health condition? How much freedom
of choice should employees be given?

Outlook
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What alternatives could be offered
to them? Another long-term issue:
what should be done with all the
offices? A surplus of office space could
potentially help solve the shortage
of residential space. But what if the
investment required to achieve that
ties us down too much? When should
we take which decision?
These questions are not only practical,
but also have an ethical side: what kind
of working community do we want to
have now and in the near future?
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Opportunities and Risks
The trends and developments and our material themes lead to the following
opportunities and risks for our organization and our stakeholders.
Material Theme

Excellent
Customer
Focus

Risks

Opportunities

• Improving customer
satisfaction

• Greater trust in our
customer service

• Availability of services
for entrepreneurs

• Grow customer loyalty
with reliable services

• Large investments
remain necessary to
maintain data security
and keep systems
updated

• Customer service could
be improved with digital
services

• Customers could lose
turnover if systems are not
working

• Opportunities to help
customers innovate and
become more sustainable

• Cybercrime

• Weaker license to operate
if member involvement
declines

• Create a better living
environment with
cooperative investments

• Damage to the foundations
of homes due to climate
risks

• Loan portfolio risk due to
climate change (drought
and flooding)

• Member participartion
in the bank’s strategic
direction

• Improving trust in
Rabobank

• Loss of trust and market
share

• Difficult to meet our
standards

• Compliant with legislation
and regulations

• Easier to find and hold
on to talent

• Harder to find and hold
on to talent

• Investments in Rabobank
capital instruments more
secure

• Ethics and integrity

• Improving trust in
Rabobank

• Loss of trust and market
share

• Increase of well-being due
to development

• Difficult to meet our
standards

• Easier to find and hold
on to talent

• Harder to find and hold
on to talent

• Sustainable growth
for enterprise

• Increasing member
involvement

• Robust capital position

Empowered
Employees

What’s our Approach?

Risks
We invest in digitalization and innovation to make
our services easier to use. We invest in helping our
private and corporate customers become more
sustainable in cooperation with our partners.

• Sustainable Food & Agri

• Strong financial performance

Rock-Solid
Bank

Opportunities and Risks for Stakeholders

Opportunities

• Strengthening local
communities

Meaningful
Cooperative

Opportunities and Risks for Rabobank

• Increase trust and loyalty
• Potentially improve
policy decisions through
feedback loop with our
members

• Promising but too risky
propositions are not taken

We have a mission to improve the living environment.
Therefore, we invest part of our cooperative dividend
in society and we also invest in cooperation with our
members.

We feel it is our responsibility to bank ethically and
with integrity. We ensure that we adapt to changes in
our environment and to laws and regulations. We are
cost-conscious.

• Higher costs for
Customer Due Diligence

• Employee absence due to
high workload and stress

We feel it is our responsibility to bank ethically and
with integrity. We ensure that we adapt to changes in
our environment and to laws and regulations.
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Our Stakeholders

Customers and
Members

Who are they?

Excellent
Customer
Focus

Employees

Institutional
Investors

Society

Meaningful
Cooperative

What are their expectations?

How are we in contact with them?

What is our relationship?

Customer meetings (face-to-face, telephone, chat)
Via app and online
Information emails
Magazines (Rabo &Co)
Social media and campaigns
Members and client councils
Customer and stakeholder dialogues and round
tables

Our clients receive services such
as financing and day-to-day
banking services. They pay a
fee or interest for this. Members
receive for their membership the
ownership of the bank, a say in
the bank and the investments in
society.

• Private and corporate customers
• Wholesale clients
• Food & Agri customers in the
Netherlands and globally
• Intermediaries

•
•
•
•
•
•

Good pro-active advice
Convenience
Sector knowledge
Good products and stable systems
Security and control
Freedom

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• NGOs
• Advocates
• Government (local and central)
and regulators
• Communities in which we are active
• Suppliers and consultants
• Other banks

•
•
•
•

Ethically responsible operations
Investments in society
Connecting people
Financial sector gatekeeper

• Public affairs meetings
• Regulator meetings with supervisors
and regulators
• Ambassadors and volunteering in communities
• Meetings at industry organizations or advocates
and round tables
• Social media en campaigns

Capital and funding providers such as:
• Certificate holders
• Bond holders

• Stable return on investment
• Acceptable risk profile
• Good balance management

• Meetings (face-to-face, telephone)
• Access to information: online, news articles, press
releases, web casts, email, conferences

• Full-time and part-time employees
• Internal and external employees
• Self-employed workers

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Rock-Solid
Bank

Empowered
Employees

Training and development
Safe working environment
Diversity & Inclusion
Recognition and an appropriate
salary
• Challenging work

Development interviews
Townhalls and other gatherings
Interaction with colleagues
Emails
Internal and external social media
Online platforms

Society offers us our license
to operate. Therefore, we offer
investments in society, connect
parties in our network and share
knowledge. We pay taxes and
support economic growth and
employment.

Institutional investors provide
us with capital and funding.
These investors receive
distributions for providing
us funding.

Employees invest time and
knowledge. In return, they
receive salary, training and
investments in ‘well-being’, and
job satisfaction with enthusiastic
colleagues.
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Value Creation Model
What are we aiming for

Rabobank creates value using its strategy
under the influence of external developments:

What do we need

What do we offer

To create value Rabobank relies on:

Meaningful
Cooperative

Growing a better
world together

IT infrastructure

|

lu
Va

ef

Empowered
Employees

|

Rock-Solid
Bank

Transition

e

WWF
UN environment programme
Investments local communities
Arise

• Inspired employees
• One Rabobank culture

pl

oy

ee

s

Va l u

e fo

Lending to Trade, Industry
and Services

79.4

82.4

Lending to Food & Agri

40.3

37.9

1.6

1.7

134.8

123.7

48.9

47.1

1.4

1.7

8,901

4,485

Billion point-of-sale
terminal transactions

Leasing

in
re soc

or

m

Partnerships
•
•
•
•

C li m at e & E n e rg y

187.7

Assets Under Management

ti o

• System availability

Mo

od

2019

188.8

Savings

to rs

Fo

2020

Dutch Private Mortgages

ri

BPD transactions

ve s

• Wholesale funding
• Capital instruments
• Equity

The Netherlands

l in

Capital & Funding

Excellent
Customer
Focus

na

• Research publications & sector visions
• Dialogue sessions

y
iet
oc
rs

Knowledge

Va
lue
fo

c
ie l u s i
t y ve

• Diversity & Inclusion
• Learning & development

• Concrete socially responsible contribution
• Involved members and communities

• 100% digital convenience in everything
• Top customer advice nearby
• Growth with innovation
s
mer
sto
cu
d
an
rs

Valu
e fo
rm
em
be

Employees

Services Rabobank provides

t
ns

it u

• Top performance
• Optimal balance sheet
• Exceptionally good execution

International

2020

2019

Lending to Food & Agri

65.2

69.3

Lending to Trade, Industry
and Services

32.3

37.0

Leasing

30.5

31.5

amounts in billions of euros
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Negative
• Customer pays conpensation for
products & services
• Some customers gave problems
repaying their loans
• Introduction negative interst rates

ZERO
HUNGER

Outlook

ZERO
HUNGER

2020

2019

Target
2020

NPS Private Customers (NL)

56

61

60

NPS Private Banking Customers (NL)

57

63

n/a

Progress measurement

51

51

55

65.6

64.0

n/a

% online active corporate customers 82.2

81.5

n/a

Employee Engagement Score

2020

2019

Target
2020

69

64

63.7

Diversity: % Women in the
Managing Board

44

40

40

Diversity: % Women in the first level
below the Managing Board

33

33

33

Diversity: % Women employed
in the Netherlands

49

51

n/a

Training per FTE

1,363

2,125

n/a

Gender Pay Gap

1.6%

n/a

n/a

Meaningful
Cooperative

Growing a better
world together
Fo

Mo

od

|

Empowered
Employees

2019

Target
2020

Reptrak

72.6

71.5

72.6

Member Engagement

52%

49%

n/a

Negative
• Due to certain financing delays
in accelerating sustainability
• Risks in value chain

52,278 44,583 46,812

Sustainability performance of our
Rabobank clients (A-level)
12%

8%

n/a

Sustainability performance of our
Wholesale clients (A-level)
30%

24%

n/a

C li m at e & E n e rg y

2020

2019

Target
2020

Transition

Fully loaded CET 1 ratio

16.8%

16.3%

>14%

Total capital ratio (transitional)

24.2%

25.2%

n/a

Cost Income Ratio including
regulatory levies

65.8%

63.3%

low
60%

2.7%

5.3%

6-7%

1

1

top 5
position

in
re soc

|

Rock-Solid
Bank

Progress measurement

ROE

DECENT WORK AND
ECONOMIC GROWTH
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Positive
• Pay taxes, suppliers and other
business partners
• Investment on societal themes
• Impact on availability of food
• Accelerate energy transition

PARTNERSHIPS
FOR THE GOALS

CLIMATE
ACTION

2020

Total sustainable financing
Excellent
Customer
Focus

Our Governance

Value for society

Progress measurement

Progress measurement

Negative
• Job insecurity and work stress

Our Contribution to Transitions

DECENT WORK AND
ECONOMIC GROWTH

% online active private customers

Positive
• Training, development possibilities
and salary
• Increasing diversity and inclusion
• Satisfaction through contribution
to our mission

Strategy Execution

The value Rabobank creates for its stakeholders per strategic pillar

NPS Corporate Customers (NL)

Value for employees

Value Creation

The value we create

Value for members and customers
Positive
• Offering of knowledge, networks,
and products
• Support in tough times
• Member involvement and feedback
• Drive company and economic growth

Opportunities and Risks

c
ie l u s i
t y ve

Chairman’s Foreword

Sustainalytics ESG Risk Rating
category diversified banks

DECENT WORK AND
ECONOMIC GROWTH

Value for institutional investors
Positive
• Investors receive distributions
• Contribution to SDGs
Negative
• Adhering to request ECB not pay cash
distributions until October 1, 2020.
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Creating Value for Our Stakeholders
We aim to add value for our stakeholders and for society. The
most important value we provide to our stakeholders is making
the living environment stronger in the communities we work in
and helping our customers realize their ambitions.

income pays our costs, for instance,
the salaries of our employees,
taxes and risk costs, investments in
innovation and digitalization, and
distributions to our investors.

Our value creation model shows
our key resources: financial capital,
employees, knowledge, IT and
partnerships. Alongside our mission,
vision, strategy and products and
services they are a vital input for
our business model. The outputs
and impacts of the value creation
model are allocated between our
strategic pillars.

Our business model is affected
by trends and developments, such
as the continuously low interest
rate environment that puts pressure
on our business model, disruptive
innovation, climate change and laws
and regulations. These trends and
developments offer us opportunities,
but also risks. That is why we take a
critical look at how we can strengthen
the core of our organization and
we look at cooperative opportunities
for the future, which, for example,
contribute to the food transition, the
climate and energy transition and the
transition to a more inclusive society.

Our Stakeholders

We are keen to enter
into dialogue with all our
stakeholders, including customers,
members, employees, investors,
non-governmental organizations,
government bodies, politicians,
regulators and other banks. Our
stakeholders influence us directly and
indirectly and vice versa.
We communicate with our
stakeholders in different ways:
through dialogue sessions, member
councils, customer feedback
platforms and satisfaction surveys,
employee engagement surveys,
participation in sector initiatives and
other channels. The members of our

Managing Board talk to customers,
employees, politicians and other
stakeholders about the progress we
are making on our strategy and
developments in the financial sector
and they ask for stakeholder feedback
on Rabobank’s contribution to society.

Our Business Model

The biggest portion of our customer
base is made up of private retail
customers (83%). They use credit,
payment and saving services. Some
of those customers also have a
mortgage. The group of corporate
customers consist of, amongst others,
Dutch SME customers and Food &
Agri customers in the Netherlands
and globally. We offer our customers
a varied package of products and
services including payment services,
savings, insurance and loans, as
well as strategic advisory services,
such as treasury and mergers and
acquisitions. Our income is made
up primarily from net interest, in
other words, the difference between
the interest we receive from our
customers and the interest we pay
on our deposits and for funding. This

Resources for Value Creation

Our value creation model
shows the most important
capital flows: employees (human
capital), partnerships (social capital),
Knowledge and IT Infrastructure
(intellectual capital) and capital and
funding (financial capital). Human
capital is vital since it’s our people that
make the bank. Social capital helps
us make our contribution to society.
We use our intellectual and financial
capital to service our customers.

For each capital flow we define the
crucial factors, both in the short and
long term.

“Human capital is vital
since it’s our people that
make the bank.”
Employees

We strongly believe in empowering
our 43,272 (FTE) employees by
encouraging continuous learning,
expertise, and entrepreneurial spirit
(short term) that can generate
job satisfaction and involvement in
the longer term. We believe that
stimulating a diverse and inclusive
work environment helps to promote
performance in the short term and
creativity in the long run.

Partnerships

We are serious about our role as a
socially responsible bank. We help
our customers and our network
make connections to strengthen local
communities. We take part in various
local, sector and chain initiatives
and support our commercial and
private clients in achieving their
sustainability goals. We plough back
EUR 42.5 million of our net profit to
communities by supporting local nonprofit initiatives.

Outlook
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We have entered into a
partnership with the UN Environment
Programme (AGRI3 Fund) to promote
forest protection and sustainable
agriculture. We take part in sectoral
climate initiatives as part of the Dutch
Climate Agreement, and are a member
and co-chair of the Climate Smart
Agriculture Working Group of the
WBCSD. In addition, we work with
public-private initiatives and other
banks to find collective solutions to
money laundering.

IT Infrastructure

Knowledge

Capital & Funding

With a history going back more
than 125 years, we have extensive
knowledge about Food & Agri and
other sectors. Customers across the
world can take advantage of our
knowledge, network and financial
resources. We are keen to hold
dialogues with our stakeholders
to share that knowledge, make
connections, and to learn (short
term). We will continue to invest
in knowledge and dialogue sessions
with our stakeholders to support them
and learn from each other (long term).

In the field of digitization and
innovation, we strive to ensure high
system availability in order to provide
digital convenience to our customers.
We also work on new or improved
services (short term). In addition, we
work with customers, employees, and
partners on sustainable solutions for
the future to support or accelerate
the transitions and we look at, for
example, the role of the bank in the
future (long term).

For institutional investors we offer
a broad array of investment
options through bonds and other
subordinated instruments. Combined
with our income and equity, these
represent our working capital. Our
high credit ratings, capital levels, and
liquidity buffers are what make us
a rock-solid bank in the long term.
Please refer to our Annual Report 2020
for information on our capital levels
and financial performance.

Opportunities and Risks

Value Creation

Our Value Creation
Customers and Members

Strategy Execution

We want to create positive value
by providing our knowledge through
our research publications, network
and products such as financing or
everyday banking services to help our
customers realize their dreams and
ambitions (short term). We also help
them become more innovative and
sustainable. We don’t just offer our
customers financial products. When
times get tough, for instance, in
periods of extreme drought or a
pandemic, we support our customers.
In doing so, we generate economic
activity and help keep the economy
going in the long term. Furthermore,
we provide mortgages to over
1 million homes, which can have
a negative impact on the climate.
Therefore, we assist our clients with
products and services for making their
homes more sustainable. Member
involvement is crucial for us to
remain a meaningful cooperative.
Our cooperative structure helps to
keep us on target, thanks to the

Our Contribution to Transitions

feedback our members give us about
our strategic plan and the problems
we encounter along the way. Their
contribution is immensely valuable.
In the long term this can help drive
company and economy growth. We
also create a negative value for our
customers, because our customers
pay fees for products and services.
Another example is the introduction
of negative interest rates on savings
above EUR 250,000. In addition,
some customers have had problems
repaying their loans.

Society

We pay taxes and make payments to
suppliers and other business partners
(short term). We drive economic
growth in the long term through
lending in the short term, but mostly
through our investments in society

Outlook

Our Governance
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on the societal themes. In the long
term, this has a positive effect
on well-being, prosperity, and the
strengthening of communities. We
are the biggest food and agriculture
(F&A) financier in the Netherlands
and one of the biggest worldwide.
F&A has a positive impact on the
availability of food. However, F&A also
has a negative impact on the climate
(nitrogen and carbon emissions), soil
quality, water availability and quality,
and biodiversity and ecosystems. We
aim to reduce this negative impact
as much as possible. To make this
possible we help our clients be more
sustainable through several initiatives
and we help accelerate the energy
transition. With these actions we
aim to have a positive impact on
feeding the world in a sustainable
manner and contribute to the wellbeing and prosperity of people in
the communities we work in, while
reducing our negative impact areas as
much as possible.

Our Strategy

Trends and Developments

By our own business operations, but
also by our our financing activities,
we create negative value on the
environment through our own CO2
emissions, the use of natural resources
and pollution of the climate. Other
possible negative effects of our
business are cases of fraud, low pay
and labor rights issues within our
value chain.

Institutional Investors

For institutional investors we offer
a broad array of investment
options through bonds and other
subordinated instruments (short
term). Investors receive distributions
for their investments. We provide
investors the opportunity to invest in
sustainable bonds.

Opportunities and Risks

Value Creation

With an innovative framework
developed for this purpose, we
enable investors to invest in a
transparent way in sustainability
and on sustainability goals (SDGs).
With the provision of strengthen
capital instruments investors our
buffer capital, with which they
make an important contribution
deliver to our position as rock-solid
bank and our high ratings for it
creditworthiness. Rabobank adhered
to the ECB recommendation not
to distribute cash payments on
Rabobank Certificates. In December
2020, we made an exceptional
distribution to certificate holders in
the form of Rabobank Certificates.

Employees

We want to provide our employees
a good working environment and
give them the chance to excel.
In return, they receive training
and development opportunities and
salary. This can create higher
job satisfaction and employee
engagement in the long term.

Strategy Execution

Our Contribution to Transitions

The reason we attach so much
importance to employee engagement
is that we are convinced that happy
people make happy customers.

Increasing diversity and inclusivity
in our workforce helps improve our
service to customers. In 2020, the
Covid-19 lockdown had a negative
effect on our employees. Not all
of them have a good working
environment in their homes. And
employees miss interacting with each
other. Unfortunately in 2020, some
employees have also been affected by
job loss or stress.

Outlook
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Payment holidays and bridging
loans to provide financial relief
in Covid-19 times
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2020 in review

Support your LocalsNL and
‘farmers for neighbors’
Read more

Rabobank and HomeQGo
launch new Homescan

Rabobank introduces
mobile number payments
Read more

spring

22

summer
fall

winter

Additional options for
young farmers to finance
sustainability measures

Agri3 Fund
transactions in
Brazil and China

Rabobank invests in
Good Fashion Fund
Read more

Rabobank finances
largest onshore wind
farm in the Netherlands

Read more
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The Execution of our Strategy

Excellent
Customer
Focus

Excellent Customer Focus

We deploy our knowledge, network
and products to help our customers
realize their dreams and ambitions.
We help them become more
innovative and sustainable so that
they stay future-proof. We offer more
than just finance to our customers.
When times get tough, as in the
Covid-19 crisis, we want to be there
for our customers. By facilitating
daily banking services, we generate
economic activity and help to keep the
economy moving.

Covid-19

The Covid-19 pandemic has had a
huge influence on peoples’ health,
their daily lives and their businesses.
Our mission, “Growing a better world
together,” guides us to support our
customers through rough times.

However, the government support
measures and our own initiatives to
support customers will not be enough
for everyone.
We were able to adapt quickly to the
new reality and continued delivering
services to our customers, most of
them digital. Our service availability
levels remained high (internet and
mobile banking 99.8%). We were
able to quickly deploy our online
credit platform to ensure a rapid
automated response to requests
for payment holidays from SMEs
and sole traders. Online mortgage
consultations became the norm
within weeks of the start of the crisis.
We provided temporary financial relief
to a total of approximately 82,000
customers (8,000 private customers
and 74,000 corporate customers).
The Covid-19 crisis exposed various
weak links and processes in the
food chain. For instance, coronavirus
outbreaks in abattoirs and shortages
of migrant workers who would
normally work in harvesting. This
crisis has strengthened our conviction
that we must step up our efforts to
promote a resilient food system.

What Do Our Customers Think?

We use the Net Promotor Score (NPS)
to measure customer satisfaction. In
2020 the NPS for private customers
in the Netherlands slightly decreased
from 61 in 2019 to 56. The NPS
corporate customers remained stable
at 51. Our wholesale and rural
customers' appreciation remained
high. Our reputation score rose from
71.5 in 2019 to 72.6 in 2020.

Meaningful
Cooperative

Meaningful Cooperative

We firmly believe that a bank should
do more than just provide financial
services. We aspire to make the
world a better place by deploying
our knowledge, network and financial
products to achieve our ambitions
on the food transition, climate and
energy transition and the transition to
a more inclusive society.

Involved Members Make the
Cooperative Meaningful
Member involvement is vital if we are
to remain a meaningful cooperative.
Our cooperative structure in the
Netherlands keeps us focused
because our members give us
feedback on our strategy and the
problems we encounter along the
way. Their contribution is invaluable.
We are in contact with our members
several times a year, for instance
through dialogue sessions, events or
Member Council meetings. We also
survey our members twice a year to
measure how involved they feel with
Rabobank and to hear suggestions
for new ways we can enhance
involvement. Fifty-two percent of our
members say that they feel involved
with the bank (2019: 50%).

The Power of Partnerships

We believe that we can achieve more
by working in partnership. We deploy
those partnerships to make things
happen for our customers which they
could not achieve on their own.
We invest in partnerships with other
parties to support customers and
sectors in their sustainability efforts.
For instance, through programs
with the World Wide Fund for
Nature (WWF), drawing up KPIs, the
Biodiversity Monitor for dairy farmers,

and the AGRI3 Fund in partnership
with the UN Environment Programme.
We invest in local communities
through our cooperative dividend,
sponsorship activities, knowledge,
network and voluntary work by
our employees. A fine example is
the #supportyourlocals campaign in
which Rabobank is a partner. The
idea is to sustain and support local
food producers by setting up short
food chains and redirecting the
food surpluses that arose when the
hospitality sector was impacted by
Covid-19 measures. Employees also
contributed to projects during the
Week of the Cooperative in which we
brought individuals and organizations
together (online) to help them make
connections, pool resources and share
knowledge: we can achieve more
together than alone. In 2020 we also
worked closely with and learned from
leading artists in the Dutch art world
by inviting them to become our Artistin-Residence.
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Rock-Solid Bank

We offer institutional investors a
broad array of investment options
in the form of bonds and other
subordinated instruments. Combined
with our income and equity, these
represent our working capital. Our
high credit ratings, capital levels and
liquidity buffers are what make us a
rock-solid bank.

Strong Capital Position

Covid-19 significantly affected our
financial performance. The 2020 net
profit is a reflection of that. At
EUR 1,096 million in profit, our 2020
net profit dropped by 50% compared
to last year. The effect of Covid-19
was primarily visible in the level of
impairment charges, which rose to
EUR 1,913 million (2019: 975 million),
equivalent to 46 basis points of the
average loan portfolio. The timely
and collective action of governments,
regulatory bodies and Rabobank itself
was instrumental in mitigating and
delaying the immediate effect of
Covid-19 on our customers. We do

Our Strategy

Trends and Developments

expect, however, a deterioration in
the credit quality in the business
loan portfolio in the course of 2021,
which is reflected in the higher level
of impairment allowances. The credit
quality of Rabobank’s residential
mortgage loan portfolio remained
strong. And apart from a number
of subsectors, the Food & Agri
sector seems to be less impacted by
this crisis.
Total income was down as a result of
lower economic activity and negative
asset revaluations, but the decline can
also be attributed to the persistent
low interest rate environment. Despite
the fact that we were able to
further reduce our costs, the cost/
income ratio has increased to 65.8%
(2019: 63.3%). The Return on Equity
decreased to 2.7% (2019: 5.3%).
The loan portfolio decreased slightly
from EUR 418 to 409 billion, mainly
because of currency fluctuations. In
real terms, the Food & Agri portfolio
remained stable at EUR 105 billion.
Furthermore, we remained market
leader in the Dutch residential
mortgage market with a marketshare
of new production of 22%. Deposits
from retail and wholesale customers
rose sharply by 7%, which is in line
with the general trend in the Dutch

Opportunities and Risks
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savings market as a consequence
of Covid-19.
Thanks to a longstanding strategy
of strengthening the balance sheet,
our financial buffers have proven
able to withstand an economic
downturn with large-scale impacts
on clients. Even after a year of
the pandemic, the capital position
remains rock-solid and secure. The
CET 1 ratio increased to 16.8%. Due
to the extraordinary circumstances,
we made an exceptional distribution
to certificate holders in the form of
Rabobank Certificates instead of a
cash payment.
On December 15, 2020 the European
Central Bank (ECB) issued a
recommendation to banks to refrain
from or limit dividends until at least
September 30, 2021. We announced
on December 21, 2020 that we will
adhere to the recommendation, and
that we will discuss the prudence
of any distributions on Rabobank
Certificates prior to September 30,
2021 with the ECB. We announce
our intention at our full discretion,
to make a quarterly distribution of
EUR 0.13674 per Rabobank Certificate
on March 29, June 29 and September
29, 2021 respectively.

Our Contribution to Transitions

We have the intention to revert
to our payment policy in case the
ECB withdraws any recommended
limitations on dividend distribution.
At that time we will - at our full
discretion – decide on any future
distributions thereby considering
whether it is prudent to make a
distribution, and if so, the level of
such distribution.

Ethics and Integrity

We will continue to give top priority to
our role as gatekeeper of the financial
system to ensure that our products
and services are not wrongly used
for purposes of money laundering
or financing terrorism. We will stay
keenly focused on working toward a
robust and future-proof KYC structure
and organization. A great milestone
was the establishment of
Transaction Monitoring Netherlands
(TMNL). Together with other Dutch
banks we joined efforts against
financial crime, on top of our own
transaction monitoring initiatives. We
are also continuing our collaboration
within the Public Private Partnerships
around themes such as Trade Based
Money Laundering.

Regulatory Compliance

All our activities must comply with
relevant laws and regulations and
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our own Code of Conduct. Our
customers rely on us to exercise
our duty of care and to conduct
our business with integrity. Our
risk management policy supports
the achievement of our strategic
goals. Our focus on international
Food & Agri and other activities in
the Netherlands each entail specific
risks, be they political, economic,
legal or social. Without taking risks,
profitable banking activities are
impossible, which is why we accept
a certain degree of responsible risk,
for instance, engaging with (new)
customers, issuing loans or entering
into interest rate contracts. However,
the level of risk must be acceptable as
defined in our risk appetite statement.

Ratings

Rating agencies provide an
assessment of creditworthiness and
sustainability levels by assigning
ratings based on an analysis of the
bank and its operating environment.
Rabobank has traditionally received
relatively high ratings from all rating
agencies. Sustainalytics once again
ranked us number one on its
“Diversified Banks” ESG Risk Rating.
We were rated A+ (negative outlook)
by S&P Global, Aa3 (stable outlook)
by Moody’s, A+ (negative outlook)
by FitchRatings, and AA (negative
outlook) by DBRS.
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Empowered
Employees

Empowered Employees

We emphasize employee involvement
because we believe that happy people
make happy customers. Our aim is to
provide a good working environment
and let our employees shine. That is
why we try to build a culture that
focuses on people, with opportunities
for leadership programs and training.
We believe in empowering our people
to manifest craftsmanship, vitality
and adaptability. A diverse workforce
helps us to serve our customers better.

Employee Engagement

Covid-19 has had a huge impact on our
employees. Remote working became
the new normal. We saw an increase
in employee engagement, from 64.1%
in the fourth quarter of 2019 to 69.3%
in 2020 and 81.4% said that they enjoy
working at Rabobank.

Our Strategy
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To keep track of employee welfare
we surveyed them frequently. From
March to December, between 62.1%
and 77% % of employees said that they
felt fine during the Covid-19 crisis,
and between 76.8% and 91% said
that they were still able to make the
same contribution as before the crisis.
We made additional investments
in internal communication to keep
our employees informed and, where
possible, offer perspectives for the
future. Sick leave levels decreased to
3.4% (2019: 4.3%), which is below
the Occupational Health Standard
of 4.1%.

Remuneration Policy

We believe that remuneration is not
just about the salary you earn. It
is our goal to offer an inspirational
working environment which supports
employees to grow and to make the
most of their talents. We encourage
our employees to contribute to their
local communities wherever they live.
Only a small group of employees
– for instance at the Treasury
department, some staff based outside
the Netherlands and staff working at
subsidiaries – are awarded variable
pay alongside their fixed salary. The
majority of employees, including
the Managing Board, are paid a
fixed salary.

Opportunities and Risks

Value Creation

Strategy Execution

The remuneration policy for the
Managing Board is in line with our
vision on remuneration and focuses
on leadership and the contribution
made to the goals of the bank’s
cooperative mission. Some of these
goals include reduction of CO2
emissions (goal 2020: -8.107 tons),
growth of the relative share in
sustainable products and services
(goal 2020: +5%), RepTrak score for
positive influence on society (goal
2020: 67.8%, score 2020: 69.6%)
and RepTrak score for environmental
friendliness (goal 2020: 63.7%, score
2020: 66.5%). More information on our
remuneration policy can be found in
the Annual Report 2020.

Our Contribution to Transitions
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Our Contribution to the Food Transition
Food

Young Farmers Fund
To make their business more sustainable, starting
farmers can apply for a loan with a guarantee
scheme from the Ministry of Agriculture,
Nature and Food Quality through Rabobank.

AGRI3 fonds
Transactions
AGRI3 Fund aims to unlock
finance for sustainable
agriculture and forest
protection projects in
emerging markets.

With Foodbytes!, we offer startups across the globe a platform
to pitch their sustainable food
concepts and business models.

Food
forward
Bringing different parties
from the food chain
together to develop new
food solutions.

Restructuring
of horticulture

Carbon bank
A global ecosystem that enables
farmers to become carbon famers
(through innovations in natural
carbon sequestration) and
connect them with companies and
consumers seeking to offset their
own emissions.

Helping farmers to protect and restore biodiversity and
move towards more circular agriculture through the open
soil index, a kind of energy label, that allows farmers to
show how healthy their soil is.

Brazil: financing for forest
replanting, forest protection
(2581 ha) and renovation of
degraded pastureland (1200
ha), which will enable cattle
intensification without
clearing new land.
China: Access to finance and
high-quality inputs, enabling
farmers to switch from
underperforming crops to
more lucrative and
sustainable pepper
cultivation. This can lead to
an income improvement for
up to 80,000 farmers.

“Ensuring together that
there is enough healthy
food for everyone. Food that
is produced within the
planet’s own limits.”
ZERO
HUNGER

CLIMATE
ACTION

PARTNERSHIPS
FOR THE GOALS
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Food
Transition

Food Transition
Together we ensure that there is
enough healthy food for everyone.
Food that is produced within the
planet’s own limits.

The availability of enough, healthy
and affordable food to feed the
world population is, after the climate
challenge, one of the most pressing
and complex challenges the world
faces. Is it possible to produce food
sustainably with respect for people,
animals and nature and remain
economically viable? We think it
is. We know this from long-term
experience. Rabobank was created
125 years ago when a group of
inventive farmers came together. They
faced major problems which they
were unable to solve as individuals.
The farmers discovered that working
together brought results. Now we

are doing exactly the same, standing
together with our customers and
partners to make food production
and consumption more sustainable.
To ensure that there will be enough
affordable and healthy food for
everyone in the future – because
sustainability does not automatically
mean more expensive. Sustainable
food is food that is produced within
the planet’s own limits. What this
means in practice is that we use our
knowledge, networks and financial
products to give our customers
fresh perspectives and help them
move forward.
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Since we are one of the biggest
lenders to the global Food & Agri
industry and the biggest lender in
the Netherlands, we are also part
of the problem. Now we want to
work together with our customers to
be part of the solution by helping
them become more sustainable more
quickly. In this respect, our targets
are conserving land, water and
biodiversity, preventing food waste,
creating closed cycles and limiting
environmental impact. As a major
lender to the Food & Agri sector, we
are well aware that there is no onesize-fits-all solution. There are plenty
of dilemmas to resolve.

Proposition: Sustainable Food

How are we doing that? It all
comes down to our cooperative
mentality: we help our customers
find new perspectives and move
forward towards a healthier and
more sustainable future that is also
economically viable,

Our Strategy

Trends and Developments

for instance with the biodiversity
monitor and open soil index. We
bring commitment and empathy to
partnerships to co-create a futureproof society. For example, working
with Rabo Foundation and Rabo
Partnerships to help smallholder
farmers in developing countries
farm more efficiently and use more
sustainable production methods. And
we use our networks to introduce
them to new markets. We draw on
data and digitalization for the most
accurate and up-to-date insights. We
also form coalitions: for instance,
the AGRI3 Fund, which, together
with us, the Dutch government,
UN Environment, FMO and IDH,
is committed to sustainable and
efficient agriculture, the prevention
of deforestation and stimulation
of reforestation,and improving the
quality of life in the countryside. We
have a measurable positive impact on
the environment and people.
We believe in the innovative power of
our customers to produce more with
less. FoodBytes! by Rabobank offers a
platform for start-ups across the world
to pitch their sustainable ideas and
business models. In Rabo Food

Opportunities and Risks

Value Creation

Strategy Execution

Forward we form coalitions to work
in partnership on sustainable food
solutions. We focus, for instance, on
how to create shorter food chains.
Working in partnership with the
Food Waste Foundation, Rabobank
encourages the hospitality sector to
take part in the Food Waste Challenge
as part of a joint approach to tackling
food waste.
We use innovations in data and
digitalization to provide insight into
our customers’ current sustainability
positions and which steps they
can take to improve it. We are
developing new products to facilitate
that while also making it economically
attractive for customers to take the
steps required. And we work closely
with our customers and partners to
think up solutions for even bigger
challenges. Take our partnerships with
the World Wide Fund for Nature
(WWF) and the United Nations Food
and Agriculture Organization (FAO) to
enhance sustainability in the salmon
industry and to improve access
to inclusive and sustainable food
systems for rural areas, respectively.
Together with partners in the food
value chain we create shared financial
benefits to make it more attractive and
economically viable for businesses to
invest in sustainability.

Our Contribution to Transitions

Every sector has its own challenges
and dilemmas. In the Netherlands the
issue of nitrogen emissions is top of
the agenda. We are closely involved
in developing solutions together with
customers and other stakeholders.
Examples are a fund for young dairy
farmers and our initiative to set
up a carbon credits trading system.
Our local approach brings customers
and other stakeholders together to
co-create solutions for their region.
For instance in the Westland region
we are part of a coalition (known
as HOT) focused on future-proofing
and restructuring the horticulture
sector. Of the financial resources
we contributed to this coalition,
EUR 28.5 million has been issued
in 2020.
In this way, we are working to create
a robust and resilient food chain
that is efficient and well balanced.
A food chain that focuses firmly on
people, nature and the economy and
in which supply is determined by
demand from consumers who put
sustainability first. In other words,
they have the opportunity to make
future-proof choices for sustainably
produced food. In that same food
chain farmers receive a fair price and
can gradually make the switch to more
sustainable production.
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Our Contribution to the Climate and
Energy Transition
Climate
& Energy

Long term climate roadmap
1990

ONGOING

2021

Q1

2022

2020

Sustainable
Funding

Disclosure of main reductlon targets and
climate strategies by 2022 at the latest,
which is in accordance with the Dutch
Financial Sector Climate Commitment to
the National Climate Agreement.

Sustainable
Finance1

6,256 52,278
million

+18%
2019: 5,300 million

million

+17.3%
2019: 44,583 million

1 We changed our methodology, see definitions.

Our own performance
in CO2 emmissions

2023

Rabobank will further disclose on the
CO2 emissions of its loan portfolio.

Gap analysis of climate data. This is
translated into strategies to close
the gaps.

26%

The actions in this timeline will
help to ensure that the Rabobank
portfolio is in accordance with the
2030 and 2050 goals of the Paris
Agreement and Dutch Climate
Agreement.

Continuous development of
financial products and solutions to
help clients to mitigate climate risks
and green their activities.

2020

Publication of four
climate risk assessments
to better understand the
climate-related risks in
sustainable living and
food and agribusiness.

2030-50

2020-22

Baseline year of the Paris
Agreement and Dutch Climate
Agreement.

Energy label A
mortgages

Renewable
Energy
Projects

55

EUR 2,357 million exposure

Reduce emissions of our own
operations by 20% per FTI
compared to 2018 (a 41%
decrease in absolute terms).
Compensation of emissions occurs
partly through the purchase of,
among other things, Gold
Standard certified CO2 credits.

tonnes

1.9

tonnes per FTE

Impact Loans
Rabo

Financing circular
business models
EUR

82,678

200 million

163

EUR

million exposure

Sustainability Performance of Clients (Client Photo)
Frontrunner Clients
Wholesale
(A-level)

Frontrunner Clients
Rabobank’s Dutch
Retail Banks (A-level)

30%

12%

We measure the sustainability
performance of our clients
with an exposure over
EUR 1 million in a Client Photo.

“Reducing our climate impact
by helping our customers
become more sustainable,
investing in renewable
energy sources and by jointly
working on a circular
economy.”
CLIMATE
ACTION

Social
EUR

82.7

million

PARTNERSHIPS
FOR THE GOALS
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Climate &
Energy
Transition

Climate &
Energy Transition
We reduce our climate impact by
lowering our energy use, investing
in renewable energy sources and
working in partnership to foster a
circular economy.

The search for economic growth also
has a dark side. Natural resources
are depleted, CO2 emissions rise and
climate change impacts our lives
more severely over time. Climate
change and the transition toward
more sustainable energy supply and
consumption are urgently needed to
address the climate change currently
underway, and to suppress the
negative effects it is already creating.
So both climate mitigation as well as
climate adaptation are required, even
if we achieve the targets laid out in the
Paris Agreement. Mitigation requires

both a shift to more sustainable
production of energy, as well as
lower energy consumption – both
the industrial part of the economy
as well as in the energy used for
living and homes. This transition
also applies to more sustainable
use of the planet’s other resources,
driving to a more circular economy.
We use our knowledge, networks
and financial products to help our
customers take gradual steps toward
sustainability. We are helping to
achieve global climate objectives and
reduce global warming.
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We must substantially reduce our
emissions to meet the climate
objectives set by the United Nations
and the Paris Climate Agreement.
In the Netherlands and Europe that
means we need to reduce our
greenhouse gas emissions by roughly
50% by 2030 (compared to 1990
levels). All of us, Rabobank included,
must make massive efforts to achieve
this target. Together with customers
and partners we take the energy
transition very seriously and are
working hard to make it happen.
We are continuing to make our own
business operations greener. We map
out climate risks and include them
in our climate strategy. However,
we make our biggest contribution
by supporting our customers to
achieve their sustainability goals. Our
mortgage portfolio, together with our
Dutch and international Food & Agri
portfolio, have the greatest potential
climate impact. That is why we first
focus on these sectors when mapping
our customers’ climate footprints by
analyzing public data (for instance,
energy labels for homes) and making
our own assessment through the
Client Photo. The Carbon Bank is
a means for us to work with one
set of customers to find solutions
for other customers. For instance,
smallholder farmers plant trees for our

Our Strategy

Trends and Developments

wholesale clients and receive carbon
credits in return. The wholesale client
pays for the credits which allow the
smallholder farmer to improve, grow
or diversify their business.

Proposition: Sustainable Living

As a key player in the Dutch mortgage
market we continue to use our
knowledge, networks and financial
products to support customers to
make the energy transition. This
includes specific green solutions and
financial products to make it possible
for everyone to buy an affordable
and energy-efficient home. We aim
for an average label C for the
homes we finance (2020: average
label C) and we aim to upgrade
this to an average label B by 2024.
For example, the House Scan tool,
which gives customers practical tips
to make their home more energy
efficient. We also offer customers a
Green Mortgage facility (at a lower
interest rate) and the Rabo Groen
Depot (green construction deposit
account) which helps customers
reserve money for energy-saving
measures such as solar panels or
a heat pump. And we connect
different providers of sustainable
living solutions. The acquisition of The
Sustainables consultancy is a major
step in this direction.

Opportunities and Risks

Value Creation

Proposition: Sustainable
Growth and Energy Supply
Accelerate the Energy Transition

Strategy Execution

Economic growth is possible, but
we need to go back to nature. We
must shift from fossil fuels to clean
and renewable energy sources such
as solar, wind and hydro-energy.
Ways must be found to use energy
more efficiently and economically,
promote circular economy models
and make better use of waste and
residual flows. Since the energy sector
has such a vital role to play in
the transition to a climate-neutral
society, we have set an ambitious
agenda for our energy sector portfolio.
We invest in innovative technologies
such as hydro-energy and geothermal
energy and we finance several
renewable energy projects. Through
our involvement in 55 projects and
exposure of EUR 2.357 million we are
one of the top ten global lenders in
renewable energy, and the market
leader in Europe and North America.
We financed the largest onshore wind
farm in the Netherlands and we
financed the Sun Fund to help private
customers invest in solar panels at
home and support entrepreneurs
wanting to invest in medium-sized
energy projects.

Our Contribution to Transitions

In addition, we encourage our
customers to participate in local
energy initiatives (e.g., solar panels,
geothermal energy and wind
turbines). As a leading agricultural
lender, we are involved in 90%
of all geothermal heat projects
in the Netherlands, primarily in
the horticulture sector in the
Westland region. We also co-finance
energy cooperatives.
Together with Energieke Regio, we
helped 1,168 SME customers with
advice on solar panels to support
them in making their real estate
more sustainable.

Helping Customers Achieve their
Sustainability Goals
We are well aware that as a lender to
businesses involved in construction,
industry and the Food & Agri sectors
we have contributed in part to the
problems the world faces today. Now
we want to work together with our
customers to be a part of the solution
by helping them and ourselves to
become more sustainable
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more rapidly. The longer it takes us to
become more sustainable, the more
radical the measures we must take in
the future. We know that there is no
one-size-fits-all solution to all the
issues. The solutions lie in the interplay
between government, organizations,
entrepreneurs and consumers. We are
committed to make our contribution
through new ideas and practical
actions. We identify our customers’
sustainability performance through
Client Photos. We have also started
to track the CO2 emissions in our
loan portfolio. If customers do not
reach the standards we set for
sustainability or human rights, we
start a dialogue to discuss their
intentions for improvement. Should
the improvements fail to materialize,
we may decide to end the relationship
with the customer.

Doing Business Sustainably and
Promoting the Circular Economy
We monitor our own impact on the
climate and that of our customers
so that we know where to focus our
efforts and seek improvements.

Our Strategy
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We are developing new products to
facilitate that while also making it
economically attractive for customers
to take the necessary steps. And we
are cooperating with our customers
and partners to find total solutions
to huge challenges which could
enable us to bring about sustainable
growth, innovation and the circular
economy. Our sustainable financing
in 2020 amount to EUR 52.3 billion,
which represents 12.8% of our total
loan portfolio.
Our Circular Economy Desk
helps entrepreneurs do business
more sustainably. With this desk,
we supported entrepreneurs by
contributing to the financing of
circular business models (2020:
EUR 200 million). We make doing
business sustainably more accessible
by offering concrete financing
solutions such as the Rabo Impact
Loan (2020: EUR 163 million
exposure). We have also allocated
EUR 82.7 million of the Social impact
loan in 2020 . In the five years since
the inception of the impact loans, we
financed a total of EUR 900 million.
We also lend for sustainability through
the Rabo Innovation loan (2020:
EUR 17.4 million exposure).
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With sustainability discounts we help
to bring more sustainable ways of
doing business within reach.

Sustainable Investments and Leasing

Leasing has the potential to make a
substantial contribution to the climate
transition since some companies do
not have the resources to invest
in low carbon technologies, or
because financial leasing is a more
attractive proposition.

Our subsidiary DLL offers financial
solutions which cover the total
product life cycle alongside cleantech products to realize innovative
developments in sustainability. In
2020, 33.3% (16.3 billion euros) of
our investments were classified as
sustainable, of which nearly 11 billion
euros were invested in mandate funds
with the specific objective of at
least 30% lower CO2 intensity than
the benchmark.
We firmly believe that together we
can achieve more. We also realize that
the climate change objectives and
the transition needed to reach them
in the Netherlands are a mammoth
task. All the more reason to stay
constantly alert to how we can
make sustainability affordable and
accessible to everyone. The only way
to reach these ambitious climate

Our Contribution to Transitions

targets is through true collaboration
between central government,
municipalities, banks and other
market actors. With our cooperative
mentality Rabobank is at the forefront
of these initiatives to make things
happen. We have a tremendous drive
to realize these plans with and for our
customers. The sooner the better.

Our own Performance

When you want to make the world
a better place, you need to start by
taking a critical look at yourself. We
are improving our energy efficiency
(reducing travel, using green energy).
In the Netherlands, 79.9% of our
buildings already qualify for a C
energy label or higher, so we are on
schedule to meet government targets.
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Our Contribution to the Transition to a More
Inclusive Society
More
inclusive
society

Financial
Well-being

1.39

million
piggy banks

Diversity
& Inclusion

Percentage of women ...

44%

opened and in this way
progress is being made
on the financial ladder.

33%

Community Funds
and Donations

49%

We allocated a percentage
of our net profit for future
investments in local
community initiatives in
the Netherlands.

42.5
EUR million
2019: 45.4 EUR million

in the
Managing
Board

in the
first level
below the
Managing
Board

“In my organization,
I can be successful as
my authentic self”

82.9 %
Gender Pay Gap

employed

Adjusted
Pay Gap

Rabobank club support

30,000

460,000

clubs and associations
participated

members
voted

EUR

14.9

donated to clubs
and associations

million

1.6 %

82.2%

Active on
line
corporate
custome

65.6%

Active on
li
private cu ne
stomers

rs

“Ensuring that people have
access to what is important
to them and they can make
choices that are right for
them.”
DECENT WORK AND
ECONOMIC GROWTH

PARTNERSHIPS
FOR THE GOALS
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Transition to a More
Inclusive Society
“Ensuring that people have access
to what’s important to them and
can make choices that are right
for them.”
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More
Inclusive
Society

Social cohesion is eroding, driven by
the effects of low incomes, reduced
support and economic solidarity, plus
the impact of further digitization on
society. These factors contribute to
a more individualistic society, more
social stress and the loss of financial
well-being, particularly of the most
vulnerable in society.
We want to ensure that people
have access to what’s important to
them and can make choices that
are right for them. So that people
can make choices about what’s
important to them. We believe that
people can always take steps to
improve their financial health and lead
more sustainable lives. We help our
customers with knowledge, insights
and access to a trusted financial
system. When we face systemic
challenges that are too big for us
to solve alone, we join forces with
government, society and the business
community to bring about change.
This is how we achieve more by
working together and help to build
a more diverse and inclusive society
in which everyone can pursue the
opportunities that are important to
them and make the choices that are
right for them.
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Proposition: Financial Well-being

Participation costs money. Many
people in the Netherlands are
uncertain about their financial future
as times and systems change. A good
pension is no longer a given, the costs
of education are rising, and the social
and healthcare systems are changing.
At work, flexibility and retraining are
the rule not the exception. Only two
out of five people in the Netherlands
put money aside to save for their own
home, education, work, retirement or
future care. According to Nibud, in the
spring of 2020 29% of people in the
Netherlands have insufficient savings
to cover a two-month loss of income.
The corona crisis makes this financial
vulnerability even more visible.
How can we help everyone to keep
participating and maintain a grip on
their finances? How can we help
them seize opportunities and make
the choices that are important to
them? And keep control of their
money, their future and their lives?
We deploy our knowledge, networks
and financial resources to help our
customers take steps – no matter
how small – to improve their financial
health and lead more sustainable
lives. In 2020 176,455 households take
a step toward capital building by
opening a piggy bank in the app,
that has a balance. In total there
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are now 1.39 million piggy banks.
Digitalization helps us to always be
nearby to provide financial insight and
overview. Thanks to the app, people
can reach their financial coach with
the click of a button. In 2020, 65.6%
of our private customers and 82.2%
of our commercial customers did their
banking online.
And when challenges are too big for
us to solve alone, we join forces to
change systems. That’s because we
believe in close connections between
government, society and business. We
initiate and join partnership initiatives
in which all the parties bring different
expertise and experience to the table.
For instance, our employees get
involved as guest teachers at schools,
and we were one of the founders
of geldfit.nl. We are also involved
in alliances to tackle financial abuse
of the elderly, and we worked with
various partners to design and create
solutions to debt problems in the
Netherlands. By working together, we
believe we can help build a more
inclusive society in which everyone
can make the choices and pursue
the opportunities that are important
to them.
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Proposition: Affordable and
Sustainable Renting
In a joint effort with our subsidiary
BPD we built 600 new-build rental
homes and 400 rental homes are
under construction. Furthermore, we
acquired 1,700 rental homes from BPD
Ontwikkeling B.V. We plan to grow
to a portfolio of 15,000 new-build
affordable and sustainable rental
homes in 2028.

Everyone Can Participate

Inclusion is all about feeling a sense
of connection and solidarity and
being able to participate. That’s what
the cooperative mentality means
to us. Based on our cooperative
mentality we contribute ideas and
solutions to key societal themes.
Rabobank was created 125 years ago
when a group of inventive farmers
came together. They faced major
problems which they were unable
to solve as individuals. But together
they succeeded, by joining forces
and working in partnership. What
that means in everyday life is that
we work hard to strengthen social
cohesion and provide opportunities
for everybody to participate. For
instance, we use our cooperative
dividend to give financial support to
local clubs and associations (Rabo
ClubSupport 2020: EUR 14.9 million)
and we have a joint plan with the

Our Contribution to Transitions

Netherlands Hockey Federation to set
up thirty new clubs in neighborhoods
where people are unfamiliar with
playing team sports in a club setting.
We passionately believe that clubs and
associations reinforce social cohesion.
Through our cooperative dividend we
allocated a total of EUR 42.5 million
to societal projects. Together with
the Rabo Foundation, we dedicate
substantial effort to improving the
self-reliance of vulnerable groups in
the Netherlands and beyond. When
we provide services, we pay special
attention to people of all ages who
might need extra support. From
activities to teach young people how
to manage their money to helping the
elderly to use digital banking securely.
We also alert people to financial
problems at an early stage so that
they can get help faster to prevent
debts from mounting up. We share
our knowledge to empower people
to make the choices that are right
for them.
And we also look critically at ourselves.
We believe that diversity and
inclusion make for a more successful
organization. This is reflected in the
number of women in our Managing
Board (2020: 44%) and the executives
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who report directly to the Board
(2020: 33%). It’s important to us
that everyone can be themselves.
And that everyone is treated equally.
In 2020, we conducted extensive
research on pay equality of our
CLA population. We examined the
unadjusted pay gap, in which only
the difference in part-time and fulltime contracts is taken into account,
and the adjusted pay gap, that allows
for a like-for-like comparison between
employees with for instance the same
job profile. This research showed a
24.7% unadjusted pay gap and an
adjusted pay gap of 1.6%. Moving
forward we will continue to monitor
pay equality and conduct further
analysis to understand the root causes
of this gap, enabling actions to be
taken to structurally address the gap in
the coming years.

Our Strategy

Trends and Developments

Diversity in gender, cultures and
backgrounds makes us better. When
we talk about participation for
everyone we also mean giving
opportunities to people with a labor
market disadvantage and people who
came to the Netherlands as refugees.
As in 2019, we offered jobs to several
holders of residence permits in 2020.
Ensuring the employability of the
people who work for us is always top of
mind. That is why we invest in training
and development. Wherever possible
we offer retraining and coaching to
support employees whose work has
changed. In 2020 70% of employees
whose jobs became redundant and
who applied for other jobs found a
new job within six months; 76% of the
employees who wanted to start their
own business achieved that goal.
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Outlook
Strategic Priorities for 2021

The Managing Board has set strategic
priorities for 2021 and beyond.
We are still working on “Growing
a better world together” and the
cooperative banking model is our
way forward. However, the world we
want to influence is continuously
changing. The banking sector is under
pressure due to low interest rates,
commoditization, stricter regulatory
requirements, competition from big
tech and the impending Covid-19
impact such as economic decline and
rising impairments. This will continue
to affect our clients and the banking
landscape deeply.

Strengthening our Core and
Spreading our Wings
It urges us to reduce our cost levels
and to safeguard a robust top line,
while being in control of our risks.
Therefore, we have introduced a
program to offer even better service
at lower cost. We expect a reduction
of 1.000 jobs per year in the coming
5 years, realized by a mix of regular
outflow, and a reduction

of external fte’s. Redeployment within
our organization will partly mitigate
the impact on forced leaves. We will
also invest in mobile service locations
and concepts next to the acceleration
of the use of digital channels, and
downsize our office network in
the Netherlands accordingly. In our
Wholesale and Rural domain, we are
simplifying our operating model and
enhancing focus on Food & Agri, to
grow and meet the global demand for
sustainable food.
Our role as gatekeeper of the
financial system will continue to
have our top priority. The endeavor
against financial crime is not ours
alone. It is not about competing,
it is about cooperating in a
common cause. Together with other
banks, the FIU and Public Private
Partnerships, we will continue our
efforts against financial crime. Our
own KYC-structure and organization
has our utmost attention. In
September 2018, Rabobank received
an injunction (‘last onder dwangsom’)
from De Nederlandsche Bank (DNB).
Commencing from 1 April 2020,
DNB carried out an investigation
related to whether Rabobank met the
requirements of the aforementioned

injunction. Despite our efforts, DNB
determined that Rabobank did not
meet the requirements of the
injunction. As a result, a penalty
(‘dwangsom’) of EUR 500,000 has
been forfeited.
At the same time, we will “spread
our wings” as a cooperative. By
working with partners, we want to
help solve challenges in society that
cannot be fixed alone and make
a meaningful contribution to major
societal transitions (food, climate &
energy and inclusion). We have a
duty to safeguard our cooperative
business model. We will seek closer
connections with our members and
we will work together on solutions
that benefit our customers, our
communities and the world around
us. As one Rabobank, we take
responsibility for the performance
of the group as a whole. We want
to emphasize the centrality of “we”
in our adoption of new ways of
working to further strengthen the one
Rabobank culture.

Banking for Food

Because of population growth and
dietary changes, we see opportunities
for appropriate growth in Food &
Agri (F&A), a sector in which we
have been a leading player for
many years in the Netherlands and

around the world. This position
provides a strong foundation from
which to build more economies of
scale and strengthen our market
position. Our efforts to enhance
the food transition are both socially
relevant and economically attractive.
We aim to maintain our position
as the leading global F&A bank by
supporting our clients and navigating
F&A transitions regarding greenhouse
gas emissions and scarcity of land and
water resources with our deep sector
knowledge and expertise. Within the
Dutch and international F&A space,
we are continuously looking for
innovative growth avenues in the
banking sector and beyond.

Banking for the Netherlands

Through our members and clients,
we are connected to the future of
the Netherlands. This is embedded in
our cooperative DNA: if our clients
do well, we do well. With a strong
foothold in the Netherlands, we want
to help SMEs to maintain, drive and
grow their business (inter)nationally.
After all, they are the source of jobs,
innovation, sustainability

and prosperity. We want to help
private customers achieve a healthy
financial lifestyle. By servicing
wholesale clients in the Netherlands
and supporting our clients in the
transitions, we continue to drive the
Dutch economy.
As a cooperative bank, we can
distinguish ourselves by contributing
directly to solving the challenges and
steering transitions that we all face.
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“Courage, stamina,
agility and creativity to
counter the crisis”
Supervisory
Board

Chairman of the Supervisory Board
Ron Teerlink reflects on 2020.
Alongside the standard topics we cover, in 2020 the
Supervisory Board dealt with a broad range of issues:
from the impact of the Covid-19 crisis to regulation and
compliance issues, and from cooperative renewal to the
ongoing restructuring of the Dutch banking business.
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Impact of the Covid-19 Crisis

The crisis situation following the
outbreak of Covid-19 in March shifted
our long-term focus to the short
term to safeguard continuity for
customers and to enable employees
to work from home. We focused
intensively on employees, risk
management, continuity of systems
and processes, and on informing all
relevant stakeholders. We thoroughly
analyzed and discussed the reports
produced by Rabobank economists
and analysts. We examined their
different scenarios, and stress tests
which helped us to estimate and
manage the impact of the crisis on
the bank's capital and liquidity. We
also assisted the Managing Board by
giving advice on how to implement
government relief measures and
special programs to support society
and the financial sector.

Compliance with Legislation
and Regulation
One of the top-priority topics was
CDD/KYC. As in previous years, we
were extensively informed about and

consulted on this issue. We focussed
on the improvement programs
relating to structures, processes, and
systems we use for compliance with
regulations on customer integrity.
Supervision on management of
customer integrity risk management
is another of our top priorities.
in 2020 with the support of an
external advisor, we conducted a selfassessment on the effectiveness of the
past supervision of recovery measures
to manage customer integrity risks.
One of the lessons learned from
this assessment was the creation
of an ad hoc Supervisory Board
KYC committee.The work of this ad
hoc committee wil ensure more indepth discussion on KYC in the
Supervisory Board. More frequent
and smaller meetings in addition to
our normal meetings schedule will
help us respond more promptly to
developments and monitor progress
on CDD issues.

Ongoing Developments in
the Dutch Banking Business
(Bankieren 3.0)
Banking 3.5 (Bankieren 3.5) is the next
phase in the evolution of the Banking
3.0 Program that was implemented
some years ago in the Dutch banking

business. We have been closely
involved in the discussions on this
topic: With the Managing Board, as a
representative in the GMC governance
evaluation committee, and in our
own right as Supervisory Board. In all
these consultations, the key concern
of the proposals was to ensure balance
between local embedding, quality of
risk management, and the quality and
development of employees.

Appointments and Departures

Jan van Nieuwenhuizen left the
managing board in September 2020.
We would like to thank him for
his commitment and contribution
to Rabobank. Berry Marttin took
over responsibility for Wholesale,
alongside his Rural International
portfolio untill such time as the
situation relating to the corona crisis
and the CDD recovery project settles
down. At that point we will once again
review the allocation of portfolios
in the Managing Board. In 2020
Leo Degle stepped down from the
Supervisory Board after completing
two terms. He focused largely on
the international domain and risk
management and was also intensively
involved with matters relating to
culture and conduct in the bank. We
are very pleased that we have found a
good candidate to reinforce

the Supervisory Board, Mark Pensaert.
We selected Mark for his international
banking profile and in-depth
knowledge and experience of the
financial sector and capital markets.
Alongside Mark's appointment,
the General Members'Council also
endorsed the reappointment of Jan
Nooitgedagt, Petri Hofsté and Pascal
Visée for a second term.
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Our Governance
By becoming members our cooperative customers can
influence the policy of the local bank of which they are
a member. The governance structure means they can also
influence the direction of the entire organization.
Our governance structure is based
on a balanced system of decisionmaking bodies which are closely
related. A distinguishing feature of
our governance structure is that the
cooperative is inextricably linked to
the bank. Bottom-up decision-making
means that our members have the
final say in approving the bank’s
strategic frameworks.
The daily management of Rabobank
is the responsibility of a nine-member
Managing Board led by a chairperson
(CEO). Other members are the
Chief Financial Officer (CFO), Chief
Risk Officer (CRO) and the Chief
Information and Operations Officer
(CIOO), who is responsible for IT,
data improvement and operations.
Separate directors of the four
important client sectors are also
members of the Managing Board:
for the Netherlands this is private
customers and commercial customers
and for the international business
this is Wholesale and Rural clients.
The Chief Digital Transformation
Officer (CDTO) is responsible for
digitalization of services, innovation

and fintech across the entire
company. Human resources is also
represented in the Managing Board
with the Chief Human Resources
Officer (CHRO) to ensure further
anchoring of the culture, leadership
and talent development.
The members of the Managing Board
are appointed by the Supervisory
Board, consisting for two-thirds of
Rabobank members. They supervise
the Managing Board and evaluate its
performance. The Managing Board is
accountable to the General Members’
Council (GMC) for implementation of
the strategy and for how it has been
supervised by the Supervisory Board.
The GMC appoints the Supervisory
Board and the chairman of this body
is the leader of the GMC. Members
of the GMC have a very strong twoway connection with the member
base. They consult the local member
bodies and can be held accountable
in retrospect for decision-making and
their own position on issues.
The GMC is the highest decisionmaking body at Rabobank. It consists
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of chairman of all local supervisory
bodies who represent the members of
their local banks. The GMC has around
86 members and meets four times a
year. It has a broad scope including
activities within the cooperative as a
whole, local banks, subsidiaries and
participations in and outside the
Netherlands. Within the cooperative
the GMC takes the ownership role on
behalf of the bank’s 2.1 million
members.
The GMC examines strategy and
identity, budgets and the results
achieved by the entire Rabobank
organization. On behalf of members
the GLC checks that Rabobank
expresses its cooperative identity in
society in tangible ways that can be
clearly seen and experienced. The
GMC monitors continuity and acts
as the guardian of shared values on
behalf of the members.

Our Strategy
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Policy and Standards

Sustainability is central to our
mission and vision. The Sustainability
Ambitions 2020-2024 set out our
ambitions in respect of sustainability
up to 2024. In it we describe how
we incorporate sustainability into
relevant policy processes, products
and services and how we support
customers to achieve their ambitions
in and for a more sustainable society.
The Sustainability Policy Framework is
the single point of reference for all our
sustainability policies. The policy also
forms a starting point on which the
Managing Board bases its decisions.
It gives details of our commitments
and the expectations we have for
our customers and business partners.
The framework forms the basis
for our sustainability standards for
business partners and for providing
financial products and services.
Our sustainability performance is
reviewed every year by external
rating agencies.

Opportunities and Risks

Value Creation

Strategy Execution

We also have an Ethics Committee of
which our Chairman of the Managing
Board is a member. The committee
deals with ethical dilemmas and issues
recommendations on how to deal
with them.
The Managing Board Remuneration
Policy, in line with the Rabobank's
vision on remuneration, focuses on
contribution and leadership to realize
the cooperative Rabobank mission.
Managing Board members are not
eligible for variable pay.

Risk Management

Our strategy entails specific risks
and exposes the bank in both
domestic and international markets to
macro-economic, political, regulatory
and social developments. Sound
risk management enables us to
serve our customers and satisfy
our stakeholders. Without taking
risks, profitable banking activities
are impossible, which is why we
must accept a certain degree
of risk as defined in our Risk
Appetite Statement.

Our Contribution to Transitions

Every day we take informed risk
decisions while engaging with (new)
customers, granting credit and
entering into interest rate contracts.
In the customers’ interest, we design
risk and control processes in order
to manage the material risks. We
employ a comprehensive approach
to risk management, so that we may
mitigate the risks we face with a solid
risk management framework without
quenching our Risk Appetite. Our risk
management activities are designed
to help realize the ambitions of the
organization, our customers and our
stakeholders. More information on risk
management can be found in the
Rabobank Annual Report.
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Members of the Managing
and Supervisory Board
Members of the Managing Board

Wiebe Draijer (W.)
(Male, 1965, Dutch nationality)
Appointed to the Managing Board
as CEO and Chairman with effect
from October 1, 2014, with all
the responsibilities this brings. His
current appointment term expires
on October 1, 2022. Wiebe Draijer
is, with the Managing Board, also
responsible for Communication &
Corporate Affairs, Audit, Company
Secretariat & Cooperative and the
Corporate Strategy Office. Besides
his activities for Rabobank, Wiebe is
member of the Cyber Security Raad,
member of the Supervisory Board of
Staatsbosbeheer, member of board
of the Nationale Coöperatieve Raad,
chair of the Supervisory Board of KWF
Kankerbestrijding and member of the
Board of the Nederlandse Vereniging
van Banken.

Bas Brouwers (B.C.)
(Male, 1972, Dutch nationality)
Appointed to the Managing Board
with effect from January 1, 2016. His
current appointment term expires on
January 1, 2024. As CFO, Bas Brouwers
is responsible for Finance, including
Financial Accounting, Treasury,
Controlling, Portfolio Management,
Tax and Investor Relations. Besides
his activities for Rabobank, Bas
Brouwers is Vice-Chair of the board of
Nederlandse Vereniging van Banken.

Els de Groot (E.A.)
(Female, 1965, Dutch nationality )
Els de Groot was appointed to
the Managing Board with effect
from February 1, 2019. Her current
appointment term expires on
February 1, 2023. As CRO, Els de Groot
is responsible for Risk Management,
Financial Restructuring & Recovery,
Legal and Compliance. Besides that
she is member of Rabobank North
American Board & Risk Committee.

Kirsten Konst (C.M.)
(Female, 1974, Dutch nationality)
Kirsten Konst was appointed to
the Managing Board as Director
Business Clients with effect from
September 1, 2017. Her main areas
of focus are Commercial Banking
in the Netherlands and the local
banks. Her current appointment
term expires on September 1, 2021.
Besides her activities for Rabobank,
Kirsten is member of the Board of
Vereniging VNO-NCW and member
of the Supervisory Board of IDH, the
Sustainable Trade Initiative.

Bart Leurs (B.)
(Male, 1971, Dutch nationality)
Appointed to the Managing Board as
Chief Digital Transformation Officer
with effect from September 1,
2017, his current appointment term
expires on September 1, 2021. As
CDTO, Bart Leurs is responsible for
the global Digital Transformation,
Innovation Strategy and Data
Analytics, and manages a portfolio
of Corporate Ventures, Partnerships
and Participations. Besides that, he
is member of the Supervisory Board
of DLL.
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Mariëlle Lichtenberg (M.P.J.)
(Female, 1967, Dutch nationality)
Mariëlle Lichtenberg was appointed
to the Managing Board as Director
Retail Clients with effect from
September 1, 2017. Her current
appointment term expires on
September 1, 2021. Her main areas of
focus are Retail and Private Banking,
Marketing
and Rabo Client Services (call center).
Besides that she is chair of the
Supervisory Board of Obvion N.V.
and chair of the Supervisory Board of
Bouwfonds Property Development.
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Berry Marttin (B.J.)
(Male, 1965, Dutch and
Brazilian nationalities)
Appointed to the Managing
Board with effect from July 1,
2009, his current appointment
term expires on July 1, 2021.
Berry Marttin is responsible for
Wholesale and Rural, Leasing
(DLL), Knowledge and Sustainability
and is chair of the Supervisory
Board of DLL International. In
addition to his activities for
Rabobank, Berry is responsible for the
Rabobank Foundation, and active as
member of the Supervisory Board of
Arise N.V., first Vice President of the
Board of Directors of the
American Chamber of Commerce,
member of the Board of trustees of the
Hans R. Neumann Stiftung, Member
of the Advisory Board of ISO NL and
President of the European Association
of Cooperative Banks.
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Ieko Sevinga (I.A.)
(Male, 1966, Dutch nationality)
Appointed to the Managing Board
as Chief Information and Operations
Officer (CIOO) with effect from
September 1, 2017, his current
appointment term expires on
September 1, 2021. As CIOO, Ieko
Sevinga is responsible for the IT &
Operations portfolio of Rabobank.
Besides his activities for Rabobank,
Ieko is non-executive Board member
of DPG Media N.V.

Janine Vos, (B.J.)
(Female, 1972, Dutch nationality)
Janine Vos was appointed to the
Managing Board as Chief Human
Resources Officer with effect from
September 1, 2017. Her current
appointment term expires on
September 1, 2021. Additional to
her activities for Rabobank, Janine is
member of the Supervisory Board of
KLM N.V., member of the Advisory
Board of Topvrouwen.nl and member
of the Advisory Board Social Capital.

Jan van Nieuwenhuizen (J.L.)
(Male, 1961, Dutch nationality)
Appointed to the Managing Board
with effect from March 24, 2014. He
stepped back as Board Member on
September 1, 2020.

.
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Members of the Supervisory Board

Ron Teerlink (R.)
(Male, 1961, Dutch nationality)
Ron Teerlink was appointed to the
Supervisory Board with effect from
2013 and is chair since 2016. His
current appointment term expires
in 2021. Additional to his activities
for Rabobank, Ron is member of
the Supervisory Board of Just Eat
Takeaway.com N.V. and chair of
the Supervisory Board of the Vrije
Universiteit Amsterdam.

Marjan Trompetter (M.)
(Female, 1963, Dutch nationality)
Marjan Trompetter was appointed
to the Supervisory Board with effect
from 2015 and is vice-chair since
2016. Her current appointment term
expires in 2023. Additional to her
activities for Rabobank, Marjan is chair
of the Supervisory Board of Rijnstate
Ziekenhuis Arnhem, Treasurer of the
KNHM foundation and owner of
Corona Consultancy.
Leo Degle, (L.N.)
(Male, 1948, German nationality)
Leo Degle was appointed to the
Supervisory Board with effect from
2012. He stepped back, after the
expiration of his second appointment
term in September 2020.

Petri Hofsté (P.H.M.)
(Female, 1961, Dutch nationality)
Petri Hofsté was appointed to the
Supervisory Board with effect from
2016. Her current appointment term
expires in 2024. Additional to her
activities for Rabobank, Petri is
member of the Supervisory Board of
Fugro N.V., member of the Supervisory
Board of PON Holding, member of the
Supervisory Board of Achmea B.V. and
several subsidiaries, chair of the board
of Foundation Nyenrode, juror of the
Kristalprijs of the Dutch Ministry of
Economical Affairs and Climate Policy,
board member of the Hendrik de
Keyser association, and member of the
Advisory Board of Topvrouwen.nl.

Arian Kamp, (A.A.J.M.)
(Male, 1963, Dutch nationality)
Arian Kamp was appointed to the
Supervisory Board with effect from
2014. His current appointment term
expires in 2022. Additional to his
activities for Rabobank, Arian is owner
of the Partnership A.A.J.M. Kamp
en W.D. Kamp-Davelaar (dairy farm),
chair of the Supervisory Board of
Koninklijke Coöperatie Agrifirm U.A.,
and chair of the Board of foundation
Beheer Flynth.

Jan Nooitgedagt, (J.J.)
(Male, 1953, Dutch nationality)
Jan Nooitgedagt was appointed to the
Supervisory Board with effect from
2016. His current appointment term
expires in 2024. Additional to his
activities for Rabobank, Jan is chair
of the Supervisory Board of PostNL
N.V., chair of the Supervisory Board
of Invest-NL N.V., Board member of
the Fiep Westendorp Foundation,
member of the Board of foundation
Beschermingspreferente aandelen
Fugro and chair of foundation
Aandelenbeheer BAM Groep.
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Pascal Visée, (P.H.J.M.)
(Male, 1961, Dutch nationality)
Pascal Visée was appointed to the
Supervisory Board with effect from
2016. His current appointment term
expires in 2024. Additional to his
activities for Rabobank, Pascal is
member of the Supervisory Board of
Mediq Holding B.V., member of the
Supervisory Board of Plus Holding
B.V., member of the Supervisory
Board of Royal FloraHolland U.A.,
chair of the Supervisory Board of
Stedelijk Museum Schiedam, member
of the Supervisory Board of Erasmus
University and member of the
Advisory Board of Nolet Groep B.V. and
non-executive member of the Board of
foundation Albron.
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Annet Aris, (A.P.)
(Female, 1958, Dutch nationality)
Annet Aris was appointed to the
Supervisory Board with effect from
2018. Her current appointment term
expires in 2022. Additional to her
activities for Rabobank, Annet is
member of the Supervisory Board
of Randstad N.V., member of the
Supervisory Board of ASML N.V.,
member of the Supervisory Board of
Jungheinrich AG and senior Affiliate
Professor of Strategy at INSEAD.
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Mark Pensaert, (M.R.C.)
(Male, 1964, Belgian nationality)
Mark Pensaert was appointed to the
Supervisory Board with effect from
2020. His current appointment term
expires in 2024. Additional to his
activities for Rabobank, Mark is nonexecutive board member at AgfaGevaert N.V. and senior advisor of
the Board of Tikehau Investment
Management SA.
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Managing Board Statement
We take responsibility for the content,
accuracy and integrity of this report.
We have overseen both its preparation
and presentation. In our opinion,
this report gives a fair and balanced
impression of our ability to create
value for stakeholders over the short,
medium and long term. We also
confirm that this report has been
prepared in accordance with the
International Integrated Reporting
<IR> Framework.

Managing Board

Wiebe Draijer, Chairman
Bas Brouwers, CFO
Els de Groot, CRO
Kirsten Konst, Member
Bart Leurs, Member
Mariëlle Lichtenberg, Member
Berry Marttin, Member
Ieko Sevinga, Member
Janine Vos, Member
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About This Report
This Report Our Impact in 2020 explains how we create value
for our stakeholders. We used the International Integrated
Reporting <IR> Framework of the International Integrated
Reporting Council (IIRC) as a basis for this impact report. It
provides information which is also published in other external
reports such as the Rabobank Annual Report 2020. This report
is not meant as a replacement of these publications.
Scope and Boundaries

This report Our Impact in 2020 relates
to the reporting period January 1,
2020, to December 31, 2020, and was
published on February 11, 2021, on
Rabobank’s corporate website. The
information set forth in this report
relates to Rabobank Group as a whole;
it presents consolidated data for all
Rabobank’s entities and divisions. This
report includes the data of newly
acquired businesses as of the year
following acquisition. Rabobank no
longer reports on divested units for
the whole reporting year. The report
aims to provide a complete, concise
and accurate view of our performance.

Continuous Stakeholder
Dialogue and materiality
We are committed to a strategic,
constructive and proactive dialogue
with all our stakeholders. In this report,
we elaborate on the material topics
arising from our materiality

assessment with the following
stakeholder groups: clients, members,
employees, non-governmental
organizations, government agencies,
politicians and supervisory
bodies. Continuous dialogue with
stakeholders provides us with a clear
view of which issues our stakeholders
believe are important. Knowing that
aids us in determining the material
topics and is useful strategic input.
Based on an analysis of dialogue
sessions with stakeholders, we have
compiled a longlist of 125 topics.
We then reduced that number
to 24 topics after an analysis of
media, trend reports and important
themes at other banks. We then
surveyed our stakeholders about the
topics they considered most relevant
to Rabobank. The ten topics that
stood out from this survey were
endorsed by the Managing Board.
More information on the materiality

assessment we performed in 2020 can
be found in the Rabobank Annual
Report 2020.

and definitions used for indicators
included in this report, please see the
download on our website .

Data Collection of NonFinancial Information

Preparation of the Report Our
Impact in 2020

The collection of non-financial
information is coordinated centrally
within Rabobank Group. The
Sustainability department shares
responsibility with Finance & Control
for collecting sustainability data.
Other non-financial information of
Rabobank Group divisions and
local Rabobanks is obtained by
our automated central management
information system. Data that is
not recorded in the central system
is collected through qualitative
and quantitative questionnaires
(which are based on internal
business principles, policies and
external guidelines approved by
Rabobank Group) or received from
external parties. The coordinator
of the respective Group division/
local Rabobank is responsible for
collecting and reporting the nonfinancial information. Finance &
Control and the Sustainability
department perform plausibility
checks after submission and ensure
that appropriate actions are taken to
optimize the data quality. For more
information on the methodologies

The preparation process of this
report is as follows: the Managing
Board appoints an Annual Report
Steering Group, which appoints
an Annual Report Working Group.
The Steering Group and the
Working Group share responsibility
for the report Our Impact in
2020. The following disciplines are
represented in both the Steering
Group and the Working Group:
Managing Board Secretariat, Finance
& Control, HR, Investor Relations
& Rating Agencies, Sustainability,
Integrated Risk Management, and
Communications and Corporate
Affairs. The Steering Group agrees
on the different tasks, roles and
responsibilities relating to the
production of this report. Before
any work commences on gathering
information and writing this report,
the chair of the Steering Group and
the Managing Board decide on the
report’s structure and key messages.

The Working Group transforms
these guidelines into drafts, which
are subsequently reviewed by a
committee of members from the
Working Group, the Steering Group
and other key employees. The draft
texts of the report are discussed
twice in the respective meetings of
the Managing Board, the Supervisory
Board and the Audit Committee.

Reliability

Our external auditor has not
performed an assurance engagement
on this report. An internal review
process is also in place to ensure a
good balance between positive and
negative aspects.

Reporting in Accordance with
the <IR> Framework
The <IR> framework has guiding
principles and content elements.
The tables show how our report
is prepared in accordance with
this framework.

Chairman’s Foreword

About Us

Guiding principles

Our Strategy

Trends and Developments

Opportunities and Risks

Value Creation

Strategy Execution

Our approach

Our Contribution to Transitions

Reference

Strategic focus & future orientation

‘Our impact in 2020‘ is centered on our ability to create value by execution of our strategy.

• Our strategy
• Outlook

Connectivity of information

The information in this report is connected by the value creation model. There is a clear connection between
the operating environment, our strategy, the material topics and our performance.

• Value creation model

Stakeholder relationships

We want to create value for our stakeholders. This report addresses how we interact with our stakeholders and
how their views impact our strategy.

• Creating value for our stakeholders

Materiality

This report focuses on the topics that have most impact on our ability to create value.

• Our strategy

Conciseness

By focusing on our strategy and material topics and addressing other items in other forms of communication,
we are able to keep this report concise to those areas that most impact our business and performance.

• About this report

Reliability & completeness

There is an internal review process established to ensure a good balance between positive and negative
aspects.

• About this report
• Contribution to the transitions
• Execution of our strategy

Consistency and comparability

We highlight which scope and boundaries are taken into consideration when presenting information in this
report. We ensure consistency and comparability by including comparative figures.

• Our performance
• About this report

Content elements

Our approach

Reference

Organizational overview
& external environment

The most relevant external factors affecting our business model are described.

• About us
• Trends & developments

Governance

We describe how our governance structure supports our ability to create value.

• Our Governance

Business model

Our business model is included in our value creation model and reflects which inputs we use for our key
activities and the outputs and outcomes of these activities.

• Value creation model

Risks and opportunities

We describe the risks and opportunities which have an influence on our ability to create value.

• Opportunities and risks

Strategy and resource allocation

We describe our strategy and targets set to show how we intend to realize our strategy.

• Our strategy
• Value Creation Model

Performance

The report contains a description on how we achieved our strategic objectives and which effect our
performance has on the capitals.

• Value Creation Model
• Contribution to the transitions
• Execution of our strategy

Outlook

We describe challenges and uncertainties we might face in the future in pursuing our strategy.

• Trends & developments
• Outlook

Basis of preparation
and presentation

We describe our reporting approach including how the contents of the report were determined.

• About this report

Outlook

Our Governance
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